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Life is immortal in the Kingdom of Heaven
Blessed is the Will of the All Mighty
This is the only unchangeable
and everlasting. Amen.
Pharah: 27 July 1961

Guard yourself from the dwarfs of Faith;
they are working opposite to the path of the Lord.
Origen: 22 July 1961
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Preamble
There are in excess of 2,500 texts transmitted over the period 1961- 1979 through
George Pisanis the medium of the Spiritualist Society of Athens “The Divine Light” –
Greece (www.divinelight.org.gr). As translator and editor of this anthology I have
selected some of the texts transmitted mainly by the psycho-spiritual entity that in his
last incarnation on Earth was known as Confucius.
There are seven spiritual entities that co habit with Lord Jesus Christ in His Palace,
amongst them is Confucius. The other six are: Lord Pharah, John the Baptist, St George,
Hippocrates, Socrates and Homer. They are known collectively as the Stars of the
Lord.
Over the years through the unique and blessed communication path protected by Lord
Pharah who was also the spiritual guardian of the medium, the Stars of the Lord as well
as other spiritual entities transmitted a number of texts. All the texts complement each
other and never contradict each other even though they were delivered by different
psycho-spiritual entities at different times over a period of approximately twenty years.
The topics presented in this book give a broad understanding of the Spiritual World and
in some instances give specific directions for us to follow if we wish to ascend to higher
echelons. Some of you may wonder how Confucius provided teachings in Greek. The
answer is that all high spirits can communicate in any human language with the
medium – language is not a barrier. The communication is given as irradiation to
the subconscious, which transfers it to the spirit and becomes language in the
brain. The spirits do not belong to any one specific country but only to the World of
Spiritual life as defenders of Truth, Justice and Love towards the creations of the Lord
and Creator of everything.
I encourage you to read, discuss with others, to research and apply what you have read
in this book.
I advise you to read first the texts previously published by the Divine Pharos website.
They can be downloaded free from www.divinepharos.org.
May God be with you.

Yianni Attikiouzel AM PhD
Translator and Editor
August 2013
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1. The entity of Confucius
[Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 155-156] and [Book 6: pp 36-37]

My dear brethren, every Leader in the Palace of the Lord with a few words
gives reports about his existence, to clarify his Entity as a member of Divinity.
I existed many centuries before the coming of the Lord who came as the Saviour
of the World. We did not have Heavenly Light in my period in spite of the
education of a few. Even so, with earthly knowledge I managed to find where
pain, sadness and the evil enlightenment of Man exist. My relative wealth
enabled me to acquire the means to distribute my wealth and transmit my
powers to my fellow men, based on the phrase ‘Love your neighbour’.
My value as a researcher of the human abyss, gave me the primacy of Super
Knowledge, to enlighten those underdeveloped and who have been badly
enlightened by the personal actions they took to acquire earthly goods. As my
popularity was increasing my enemies or rather the enemies of virtue were
combating my knowledge.
I had appeared on Earth before. I have kept the name of my last incarnation. In
my previous incarnation I was Indian. However the period then was dark and
despite all my efforts I was unable to establish the deification of Love within the
meaning of purity. My light has left the few who transmitted my knowledge to
the nations of that previous era.
No matter how great one is in Heaven when he incarnates he does not
remember anything from the Heavenly life because he goes through
Kerveros, the Barrier of Forgetfulness. [1] He may be able to remember a
previous life on Earth but not the position he recently left in Heaven. This is the
great Mystery. Here in Heaven an entity remembers all its previous
incarnations however this secret [2] does not leave Heaven. [3]
Today if We give you explanations and clarifications on many matters
concerning our Kingdom it is because the Almighty has given His permission to
do so, because Man’s spirit is in a position to perceive the Truth, if he has good
relations with the Truth. We have not been permitted to explain any of the
Mysteries in the Old Testament.
Today We do this with greater ease to awaken you from the deep sleep of your
dark existence. The Light of Heaven descends freely upon the human race. I
say ‘freely’ because now there is a wider understanding in men of the real
search.
Search the new Scriptures so you can be convinced of the accuracy of all that
We are saying. May God be your helper.
Editor’s comments
[1] the sentence is bolded by me to stress its importance.
[2] the secret of previous incarnations, with very few exceptions)
[3] for more details see Book 1: ‘What we should know before we depart Earth’.
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Palace of the Lord: The Lord
resides here with His Stars.
Until now only seven entities
have entered.
Centre: of Spiritual
Splendour or of Spiritual Sun
or Council of the Ten: this is
equivalent to an airport control
tower. All directives are
transmitted from here. All
spiritual (via the Truth
Boulevard) communications
originate from here.
Religious Principle: This
Centre is the “paradise” of
ordained entities. The Leader is
John Chrysostom.
The Stations: !Alpha(Earth) to
"mega (Paradise).
Report Centre: Entities
account for their actions here.
Here the spirit’s judge is the
conscience that resides in the
soul.
Transit Centre: This is the
linking centre between Earth
and Heaven. “Sorting station”.
Klimaka: The ladder of
ascending and descending
psycho - spiritual entities.
Kerveros: The barrier of rebirth
or super memory for ascending
psycho-spiritual entities (green
in diagram) AND the barrier of
forgetfulness for descending
psycho-spiritual entities to
reincarnate (red in diagram.)
Truth Boulevard: This is the
communication link established
by the Lord. It is under the
protection of Lord Pharah

Overall Heavenly Structure

(For more details see Book 1 Chapter 4 or Book 3 Chapter 1)
[This diagram is a conceptual design by the editor]
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2. What is the Spiritual World
[Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 255:256]

Many men have not understood the Spiritual World even though they attend
spiritual centres. These men are the disbelieving Thomases. Avoid them and
do not be interested in their faith – they will be forced to believe having become
wrecks. [1]
First, your brothers in your world need to be advised of what is the Spiritual
World. It is neither a theatre nor the oracle of Delphi. It is the Supreme
Authority of the souls, with leader the Lord, His advisors, the Stars, and the
Executive Leaders of sections.
The transmission of talks by The Spiritual World takes place directly from the
Palace of the Lord or indirectly from the Center of Spiritual Splendour [2],
where the Supreme Leader is Divine Plato. There are many means of
communication but they are unreliable, because whilst you follow the speech of
one Leader, it is possible for the Evil Spirit to continue the same speech with a
different purpose – because the apparatus is such. [3]
When spiritualists possess the necessary abilities from the texts they can
differentiate the correct from the incorrect. But often Man’s spirit in unable to
differentiate between the qualities of speech and if he does not examine them
then he commits a great error. This is why for a long time We have insisted
that this path audits everything, because it is unique of its type. It was created
by the Lord and blessed by Anarhon. Those who have sacred Faith will accept
this Truth; but those who are attracted by the Evil Spirit should distance
themselves from our texts, because the texts will become the reason for their
demise. Let these men examine this truth. Unfortunately, when they accept it,
it will be too late for them, because they will suffer the just punishment of the
Spiritual World.
The Spiritual World punishes the thorns of societies to save the flowers of
humanity that with their perfume will revitalize everyone so that through their
third eye they will see the Light of Truth and what their soul has gained.
Many men are not only satisfied by not believing but they carry away with
them other naïve men to the precipice. In this case, their sin in the Spiritual
World is doubled and in vain will they ask for help from Divinity. For these
men Divinity does not have ears, since they have not heard the Heavenly voice
or they have ignored it out of materialism and a lack of faith.
In time I will teach an honorary member of your brotherhood who is presently
here, the method by which to eliminate falsehood. This method is part of the
ammunition of Love, and only by this method can I eliminate the falsehood of
the rulers in the far away country of my territory on Earth. I was tardy but I
acted appropriately, so I could destroy the god of falsehood and hypocrisy
forever.
When a leader of a country does not know the benefits of Love, his spirit
materializes the Good at the expense of Good itself. We say: “the wicked snake
provokes compassion so it can destroy its benefactor” – this is an old Chinese
proverb.
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My brother and your brother will be astonished by the wisdom of Heaven,
when he walks towards it and perceives that the wisdom of the whole world is
nothing more than a bubble. Only one wise man existed in your world:
Socrates. [4] The rest taught both truth and falsehood. Falsehood because of
their ignorance. This is why the wisest of all men recognised that he knew one
thing: “That which he doesn’t know!”.
Editor’s comments
[1] moral
[2] The Centre of
[3] by apparatus here it means the medium who can be used by both sides
[4] see book 7: Socratic Anthology

3. Heaven’s problem
{Confucius}

[Book 18: pp 170-171]

The biggest problem for spiritual humanity is the problem [1] of Heaven. No
matter how much faith Man has in the Spiritual World, there is inside him a
small doubt, that is, is all that Heaven dictates correct or not.
For those who are initiated in the Spiritual World, that is, those who know
many details of the immortality of the soul, it is good to cultivate their faith as a
seed of their intellect and through systematic fasting (avoiding animal food) to
reach the point of anticipating and seeing visions of Heavenly life that is
everlasting and incomprehensible to many.
Why you may ask does the Lord not facilitate Man to be totally convinced that
future life exists? What is hindering Him to open man’s eyes even more
concerning the certainty that Heaven does not have earthly problems to solve,
but everything is arranged by the Divine foresight of the Creator?
My brothers, if more light was given on this point, which is obscure for you,
then it would not be necessary for so much and continuous teaching to be given
by Us, because Man would not have psycho-spiritual development and would
remain stationary and the work of the Creator regarding the inner and free
progress of His creation would be half completed.
We give you images of Heaven with earthly colouring to enable you to follow
the development of the entities and the distinguishing each time of the
returning qualities from Earth [2]. Thus you have some idea about our
Kingdom but not in total.
When a newborn child appears on Earth, it does not have a perception of its
new surrounding world. The same occurs to the entity that departs Earth and
appears in Heaven, it has no perception of its surrounding world. Because in
Heaven there is no time or space, the soul quickly acquires its vision and
perceives everything, but is unable to transmit this to the earthly world until it
first acquires awareness of the Heavenly work. Of course, there is a link
between Heaven and Earth. But it is not sufficient for Man to be convinced of
the true image of Heavenly life.
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It is absolutely necessary for you mortals, that the problem of Heaven remains
unknown to you. [3]
Not one of the other great Spirits has ever given so many details about the
Heavenly problem, as this Centre is receiving by Divine Blessing. I will not
examine in my present talk why you have this privilege. The faithful by a large
percentage will believe you, but the unbelievers who are in the darkness of their
knowledge are not able to believe anything that is not tangible, and here lies
their perfidy.
Really for you, Heaven is an unsolved problem that can only be captured with
Faith, intuition and Divine Love. We have given you explanations for many
unexplained phenomena as well as Mysteries, up to a point. But when you
ignore the Alpha [4] how can you learn the !mega [5]? The Alpha, [6] that is
Earth, has so many problems that need to be solved and you expect to solve the
ones that belong to the future life? Take care of the easy ones of earthly life so
you are assisted with the future ones of the Heavenly life.
Editor’s comments
[1] the understanding
[2] Quality A = male; Quality B = female
[3] the unsolved problem of what is Heaven
[4] the start
[5] the end
[6] see the diagram given in section 1.1

4. The immutable Law of destiny
{Confucius}

[Book 20: pp 71-73]

My dear ones, this Law has its subdivisions, but we will report on its key
points.
When a spirit is about to incarnate, it chooses by itself the direction and the
duration of its life on Earth. This is why very few people know beforehand
when they are going to migrate [1]. This being the case destiny is not altered
because of the ‘contract’ that the soul has signed with the Spiritual World. [2]
There is another circumstance, where the spirit does not specify its direction or
the duration of its life. It leaves this (the time) up to Divinity, in this case, if it is
in danger during its earthly life it is saved (as you would say) by a miracle.
This is because it did not sign a contract and left it open to the disposition of the
Spiritual World.
There are many such circumstances. I have mentioned the main ones. For this
reason, you must know and be able to distinguish the positions that are held by
the descending souls on Earth. But how can you do this, as doctors by
diagnosis? This is the big question.
But since you have the strength of the Spiritual World on your side, do not
worry. The Spiritual World will assist you with the diagnosis and the
distinction of every soul, so you can know, if it possible to save this entity or
leave it at the disposal of the Lord. The Spiritual World has a duty to advise
8. Confucian Anthology
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you of all this and much more, so you can avoid human errors. These are
lessons that we transmit for your knowledge and for your compliance.
Do not think that only science is able to really enlighten Man. Until now what
has science delivered for Man’s happiness? Of course science is a rational
means but if Man depends on the rationality of a scientist then it is possible that
science can cause him to lose his Faith.
The Spiritual World is science [3] and not the human one, which requires
material means to convince you – alas however how many times has Man been
pitifully deceived. When the Spiritual World gives something, do not question
it - because it is correct.
However be careful. There are mediums who indeed have the divine power to
foretell, but their lack of purity renders them followers of the inverse Spirit [4].
And then they are sneered at and ignored. But as you well know, the Cunning
One is eloquent. He will convince the people who sneer at the medium, about
another case, so evil itself is not exposed but his word is fulfilled, this way it can
attract most of them into destruction.
You have not yet perceived, that it is for exactly this reason that the Lord has
created this ‘means’ for His True Logos [5]. All others are of the opinion that
you promote Our Centre. Not, in God’s name! This Power is special - it is the
Lord’s. He is interested in the teachings of His Stars and of His great Leaders
and in enlightening you as much as possible, so that these Texts can remain
as a gift for the whole humanity.
After the death of this medium [6] do not expect truths such as those that
have been transmitted. Those who really believe in the Highest Authority of
Heaven, let them accept all that I dictate, so they can gain all that they do have
in their credit. [7]
Other Leaders of the Spiritual World will talk on this subject. These talks must
be completed for your enlightenment and the enlightenment of your brothers.
Editor’s comments
[1] to die
[2] for more details see Book 1
[3] in this case it means knowledge
[4] the Evil Spirit
[5] ‘means’ = the communication link between Heaven and the Spiritualist Society of
Athens with Lord Pharah as the protector and George Pisanis as the medium
[6] after his death
[7] all that they do not know

5. The birth of the Saviour
{Confucius}
[18:210-211]

My dear ones, you will find it strange that [1] I undertake to speak about the
birth of Jesus Christ on Earth today. Do not forget that I co-habit with Him
since I am in Theosis [2].
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‘Eve of the festival’ [3] means remembrance, that is, we all ought to remember
the birth of the Saviour. Why? Because it is necessary to know for what reason
He was born and what He did during His earthly life.
He was born to save humanity from the ancestral sin. To show men which road
they ought to follow so they can shorten the Heavenly Economy [4]. But
irrational men waste their inheritance on worthless works and are not
interested in anything else. And will they be interested in what they do not
know and avoid even thinking about it?
Today you are all ready to celebrate tomorrow the birth of Christ. And you
celebrate with your shows, forgetting the Love of the Lord towards the
neighbour. You consider that it is sufficient for you to be well and be indifferent
towards the others.
Tomorrow’s celebration stopped belonging to the Lord a long time ago. It
belongs to the enjoyment of men of the goods of your Earth.
Who is the one who studies the deep meaning of the birth of the Lord? What
has He taught and what have you learned from His teachings? You will say ‘a
lot’. I agree. But what have you applied, when He descended to Earth to save
you? Who have you saved until now? Even one person! … That is why the
Lord undertook the Great Work, that which none of the prophets and mystics
were ever able to undertake!
You are all pleased for the great feast of Christmas and you do not ask if those
suffering and all those unjustly imprisoned in the darkness of the so called
human justice will even have a small ray of Divine joy for the celebration of this
feast.
Despite the honour that you bestow, the Lord is full of sorrow, because His
children deviate from the course and do not perceive what is correct and what
is incorrect. All are joyful! This is an empty word, because you do not know
how many are in isolation and do not know if they are going to be freed from
the traps of evil and cunning men. I speak for the whole World.
It is sad that Christian nations do not know the pain of their brothers so they
can assist them and invigorate their soul strength.
My brethren, because the words of the Old Scriptures are no longer able to give
you images of the reason why the Lord descended to Earth, the Spiritual World
has decided to give you these new images so that the people of indifference and
amusement, learn what their mission is and what ought a man with prudence
and logic do. This is why We strengthen the images of Heaven on Earth and
with our new Teaching enlighten the whole humanity.
It is necessary for Our Light to become a Sun, so it can overshadow even the
material sun. Matter delays progress, the spiritual progress. It becomes the
obstacle for the spirit that is attracted by matter and does not allow Man to be
free to study deeply his inner self to awaken not only the ones around him but
also the whole of humanity.
I hope that this new Light will give reanimation to the human spirit soon.
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Editor’s comments
[1] this text was delivered on 24 December 1970
[2] nirvana
[3] in Greek: !"#$#"%&'
[4] here it means to shorten the time of the Second Coming] [editor: In theology Divine
Providence or Providence is God's intervention in the world. ‘Divine Providence’
(usually capitalized) is also used as a title of God

6. There is one religion in Heaven
[Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 188-189]

I was a predecessor (on Earth) of the Lord. As a man I did not know anything
about His appearance. I say as a man, because my subconscious knew Him in
Heaven.
In your world it is possible to have different religions. In Heaven there is only
one, and the Leader of its Light is the Lord. No other religions are considered,
except that, men of any (earthly) religion who have carried out good and pious
acts automatically enter into the Kingdom of the Lord. Differences exist only on
your Earth, out of self-interest, shameful self-interest. For this reason none of
these religions is able to be established, even though people are in absolute
need of religion as a means of helping and assisting faith since this is what
saves and not mindless atheism.

7. Knowledge and knowledge
{Confucius}

[Book 6: pp 45-46]

From the most ancient times those who were occupied with esoterism were the
famous priests of the Indian religions. Today the workings of body and inner
flexibility has attracted the world of the spirit and all who engage with the
teaching of the Yogis benefit from the Mysteries of the Lords.
But what are these Mysteries and in what areas do they benefit Man? This is
the big question. If these exercises contained a measure of humanity, today
India would hold the scepters of the world. However, on the contrary, in this
country where Knowledge has risen to the pinnacle of the Mystery, the
population of this country, I say, finds itself in the erevos of spiritual
depression. Because brethren, Man’s aim is not to avoid social life and perform
divine ceremonies for the salvation of his own soul but for that of his brothers!
The teachings are nice - but they are seeds that produce no fruit. Many
Western wise men imitate the Mystics of India without any benefit. The various
sects and systems copy one another and try to attract the faithful without any
positive aim. All admire the knowledge of Esoterism but do not know the
simple and brilliant Knowledge of Divine Grace, which is the only one that
guides the Man of Faith and goodwill to the exact target of our Light.
There is confusion in the knowledge, spiritual confusion that distorts your
energies and instead of ascending to the Supreme Light of Creation you
descend to the erevos of the Opposing Knowledge. There are pious men who
thirst for knowledge. Unfortunately they have been caught in the web of the
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Spider and are unable to be freed by advertising a new divine light without
having a self-perception as to where they are and what they follow.
They talk about the Lord as being a member of their Society and about His
Work as being a continuation of those old systems of Good and Bad. The Holy
Scriptures clearly spoke about the entire Work of the Lord and if at some points
they did not clarify all the reasons for the scientists, this had its purpose for that
period. But today whatever point of the scriptures is obscure for the researcher,
the Divine Grace of the Lord is in a position to give you the appropriate
explanation, through the Light of Truth, that is through Paraclete, it is sufficient
that with respect and faith you ask Him for His Light. [1]
Do not be misled by the loud mouths of erroneous knowledge with their
beautiful and essentially non-understandable words. I, Confucius, affirm to all
that One is the Lord and Leader of the Spiritual World, Jesus Who justly was
named by men through Divine inspiration, the SON of GOD.
All who censure the way by which the Wisdom of His Religious Authority was
founded are condemnable, not by men but by the Authority of Our Father.
Our Lord, Jesus Christ, existed as a man such as you, with the difference that
He was the Delegate from Heaven with the Divine Power of Soul Strength. No
man will call my words into question, when he finds himself in front of His
Almightiness. But by then it would be too late for those who intentionally
refused to accept Him.
If you cultivate your psychic world with every means, with Faith in Him, then
you will verify this truth for yourself.
The LORD is the Beginning and the End of your earthly life. [2]
Editor’s comments
[1] Paraclete or Paracletus means advocate or helper and in Christianity it refers to Lord
Pharah or the Holy Spirit]
[2] He is the alpha A and the omega ( of our lives]

8. Pure Knowledge is Heavenly Enlightenment
{Confucius}

[Book 4: pp 249-250]

Brethren, the fact that knowledge increases does not mean that it is pure. For it
to be pure, Man must receive Enlightenment from Above. He will receive this
when he is faithful to Divinity, good and virtuous towards his fellow Man, and
recognizes Love as the joining link between God and Man.
Heaven never misleads Man through its Enlightenment. On the contrary, it
gives him guidance and helps him find solutions to the problems that occupy
him so much. Unfortunately, today most people do not give any importance to
the Powers of Heaven. Of course these Powers are not inactive but act invisibly
on men. Those ignorant about the highest Heavenly Knowledge ought to know
this. Many are of the opinion that a new wave of civilization will save the
general situation. No such wave exists on the horizon. When you deny the
Truth, you cannot conquer the consciences of men through falsehood. The time
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has passed when one system succeeded another. All these are treacherous and
have never produced fruit worthy of their aspirations. Why?
Because although the bases of these systems appear to be humanitarian they do
not have moral foundation. Without the Divine, nothing is secure. All religions
are heading towards their disappearance, because they lack ideals worthy of
Man’s destiny. Christianity is not a system; it is not a one-sided religion and is
not a philosophical relief. Christianity – understand this once and for all – is
balanced Love towards everyone. This balanced Love is the selection of the
best from all the philosophies of the World. It dissolves darkness and gives
pure, white, life-generating light not only to the faithful devotees of Christianity
but to all men throughout Earth, whether they have a religion or not.
Cunning thoughts are born only on your Earth through the empowering
undermining radiation of the fallen Angel called Lucifer [1]. This Spirit of Evil
is indispensable for the gaining of pure knowledge.
When Man deviates from Good he gets confused and is transported into the
nets of the Devil. But when he seeks to come closer to God, from excessive zeal
he repeatedly sacrifices himself, in which case he suffers a kind of congestion,
caused by his goodness, and does not act as a balanced Man but as a Heavenly
spirit. This is contrary to his powers. Therefore, the ray of the Devil is the
counterweight to this excess, in the sacred accomplishment for the restoration of
balance in the human spirit. “If you have two cloaks give one to your brother
who has a need of it”, says the Lord. He, with persuasiveness taught balance in
the nature of Man.
He who balances everything in his life, has the capability to understand more
readily than anyone else the teachings of the Spiritual World and to succeed
where others through matter and their own strength have failed.
Only Heavenly Enlightenment has the power to transmit to you its Pure
Knowledge to assist you at this most critical turning point in the history of your
civilization. We will liberate you from the anguish of life after making you
aware of your destiny and solving your unsolved problem: what is the purpose
of your Creation.
Editor’s comments: [1] see Book 1

9. The Holy Spirit as the third member of Divinity
{Confucius}

[Book 6: pp 70-71]

PHARAH: My dear brethren, let us not repeat all that was said some years ago.
It is impossible for he who does not know the first steps of mathematics to
know the higher levels. When you define God as a Great Spirit because
traditions requires it to be so, you analyse Him, even though you know that
God cannot be analysed. Brother Confucius will speak about me. He is the
most appropriate to do so on this subject.
CONFUCIUS: Many of the faithful are of the opinion that Lord Pharah is a high
Spirit and that he occupies a high position [1]. But what is this high position of
Lord Pharah? I will tell you: He is one Member of the Triadic Divinity.
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You know that the Triadic Divinity consists of the Unknown God, Christ and
the Holy Spirit. Therefore, doesn’t the Holy Spirit have a personality? Is it
something undefined? – The undefined is only God. And when did the Holy
Spirit appear as the Third Member of Divinity? It was from time immemorial
when humanity was in deep darkness, before Atlantis appeared.
The Holy Spirit is not a bird, but tradition has depicted It as a Holy Dove. What
the ignorant are saying does not interest the Spiritual World. As proof: the
teaching of monotheism started in India, but at that time the people of India
were so backward that they forced the Light of Truth, that is, Lord Pharah, to
abandon his birth place, Delhi, and walk towards the West. But before leaving
his paternal land He had organised his followers well. Later they acted as
mystics and their descendants received messages from Heaven, from Lord
Pharah, the Great Administrator of the Divine Spirit.
One of you may ask: Since Lord Pharah was a great Spirit of Heaven, who was
administering this Essence [2], when he reincarnated for a second time on your
Earth as Enoch? [3] I answer: It was your Lord and your Saviour, until He
returned to Heaven and resumed His authority. Therefore, when the Saviour
was on Earth, Lord Pharah conveyed to Him Anarhon’s directives. This means,
that the Spirit’s [4] overall authority The Holy Spirit [5] had. The Lord before
His departure from Earth called It Paraclete. [6]
But be careful, often a Spirit with the name Pharah has appeared to some
mediums and given excellent texts, but they were lacking an ethical base. This
Spirit, the most ingenious, was none other than Lucifer.
A few of your acquaintances delude themselves because they hold in their
hands texts from Lord Pharah, but they have not been audited. That is why the
Divine Authority has invalidated them. In these unaudited texts the Heavenly
Life is explained in a deceptive manner. In some parts they say that when the
entity ascends the steps of knowledge and reaches the highest point of
perfection, it assimilates with God. God’s perfection is unknown to the meager
spirit of a wise man. Of course the great Teachers of Heaven stand at the level
of Supreme Knowledge, but even they do not posses the unending Divine
Knowledge.
God dominates everything – He is the universal Breath, the pulse of the
Universal world. He knows even the most inconsequential movement of His
entities. He gives directions to the most perfected Heavenly Entities and they,
after studying His directives, transmit them to the Leaders or Teachers for
implementation. It is not possible for anything to escape the invisible eye of
Anarhon. The [7] communication between them is carried out through
radiation, and spiritual light rays conduct the communication between Heaven
and Earth. There is an immense difference, which we will see at another
teaching.
Pay attention to the Heavenly Texts that you are receiving. They are given
under the supervision of the Holy Spirit, that is, the Light Giver Lord Pharah.
QUESTION [8]: Referring to Lord Pharah, You said that as a spirit He can be
traced back to the period before Atlantis when the people were immersed in
darkness and you reach the point when He appears in India, where because of
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the underdeveloped and polytheistic people, He leaves his fatherland and
heads west ... [9]
ANSWER: Brother, at that time India did not have Teachers and the group of
the Lord’s faithful, cultivated the ground carefully and with prudence. If Lord
Pharah was directed towards the west, He had this directive from Heaven,
because the countries of the Middle East were more advanced in knowledge
and there, according to Heaven, it was destined that the Saviour of Humanity
was going to appear after many years. Therefore, the Highest Authority
planned everything. What theologists and others say does not concern us,
because the other side enlightens them as well, precisely to bring confusion and
disputes between human spirits.
When We who speak this way are not heard favourably, not by you, but by the
perverted and malevolent spirits of your fellow men, We will give examples of
our almightiness through matter to prove to you the correctness of Our Word.
Editor’s comments
[1] in the Spiritual World
[2] i.e. the Divine Spirit
[3] Enoch is described in the Old Testament as the great grandson of Adam and the
great-grandfather of Noah (Genesis 5:22-29). Because of his faith, Enoch was moved to
Heaven by God and did not experience earthly death.
[4] Divine Spirit’s
[5] The Holy Spirit (Lord Pharah) was given by God total authority over God’s Divine
Spirit.
[6] Paraclete comes from the Greek word !'"ά*+,%#- (paráklētos) and signifies one who
consoles or comforts, one who encourages or uplifts; hence refreshes, and/or one who
intercedes on your behalf. In the Bible is also called the Helper – see 1 John 2:1; John
14:16-17,26; 15:26; 16:7.
[7] spiritual
[8] from a participant at the séance
[9] the question was interrupted

10. Who is Lord Pharah
{Confucius}

[Book 6: pp 114-115]

Brothers, you all know that in the Palace of the Lord there are Seven Stars. One
of these Stars is the undersigned [1]. By saying ‘Stars’ I do not mean those
foolish ones that were distinguished on Earth [2], but the co-workers of the
Lord. And when these co-workers speak they are linked directly from the
Palace of the Lord to Earth. This is called ‘Palace Communication’. I say all this
so I can come to the subject of Brother Lord Pharah.
Lord Pharah has been known for many years in your country by the name
‘Pharah’. All knew that this Spirit was great but could not conjecture what it
was. Ten years ago [3] a medium asked with devoutness to learn something
about this Spirit and what It was. He was given the answer: ‘The Spirit of the
Lord’ [4]. For the first time in the history of spiritualism through your current
medium [5] an answer was given for the knowledge of all, that Lord Pharah is
not just another Spirit but the known Dove, the Light of Truth, the Holy Spirit
and also by other names.
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When the Lord condescends and washes the feet of His students, why would
this Spirit, with the attribute of Pharah, not descend to where the Lord directs?
And when I say ‘the Lord’ I do not mean Jesus Christ but Anarhon. This
incredulity of men is a kind of bad perception of the Truth. Why should middle
rank spirits communicate with the human race and not the Great Heavenly
ones? For example, was Moses better with his egoism, passions and concubines
when he was receiving the Commandment from Anarhon and forgot it?
Consequently the Commandments are incomplete.
On purpose, Jesus did not try to abolish Moses’ Commandments because He
had a different directive from His Father. But today, Heaven clarifies
everything and overturns that which is wrong, by opening wide horizons for
the human race. And when I say ‘Heaven’ I do not mean the spirits of
stagnation and wickedness. I am referring to the Great Spirits unknown to Man
and from whom men were unable to receive directions, teachings and advice.
Lord Pharah is the Spirit of Truth, that is, THE HOLY SPIRIT. His Light
descends with the name ‘Pharah’. The distinction between the names ‘Pharah’
and ‘Holy Spirit’ is known to you. [6] Essentially, it is the same entity. It is He
who gives and removes the spirit from Man to either test him or because he has
this directive from Anarhon. Do not dupe your brothers with your incorrect
perceptions of whether it is or is not, the Spirit of Pharah that so frequently
speaks with you and directs you.
Editor’s comments
[1] The 7 stars are: Lord Pharah, St John the Baptist, St George, Confucius, Hippocrates,
Socrates, Homer – named by their last incarnation
[2] we name some people: movie stars, sports stars etc
[3] early 1961
[4] here He means Anarhon
[5] George Pisanis was the medium 10/1961-3/1979
[6] see Homer’s book “Man and Peace: Teaching 137; Ref: 10

11. The Song of the Dove as Eternal prayer
{Confucius}

[Book 4: pp 136-137]

Beloved brethren, when I speak of the Dove I do not mean the common bird
that you know, but the symbol, the third member of Divinity named the ‘Holy
Spirit’. This Spirit is very powerful, because It alone administers the energy of
the spirit according to the Will of the Lord. It is also named the ‘Light of Truth’.
This Light teaches Man, guides him and educates him about the deficiencies in
his spiritual knowledge. Therefore when the Light of Truth speaks about God,
Its speech is the Song of Songs. So this song replaces the prayer that the
symbolic Dove radiates to the Powers that rule everything in the Universe. The
speed of this Spirit is inconceivable; it enters instantly into any entity to
overturn everything for the benefit of the common good and to combat the Evil
Spirit.
Frequently the powerful Spirit of Evil takes the place of the Luminous Spirit
and speaks logically, in order to mislead your thoughts whenever it judges it
good to disturb in a sly and harmful manner. To avoid this, do not rely on
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beautiful words that conceal thorns and poison. You will discover this by
yourselves from the phrases that you will dispute in the genuineness of the
Logos. The deceit of the Demon is skillfully attractive, interesting but not true.
Such words are received by many who communicate, in different parts of your
world, but no one has managed to find where the logos is not beneficial so to
avoid evil. That is why I am so emphatic. This is why the Lord has indicated
the only true path of His Logos on Earth [1]. The clean and life giving water is
preferable to the unclean and deceptive one that is able to lead you to the dead
end of darkness.
The Dove, ‘this holy bird’ of Heaven, sings, praises, supplicates and glorifies the
Maker of Creation. As a Dove, sitting on your heads, It transmits Divine
Enlightenment to you. Therefore through It you will acquire appropriate eyes
to discover the Knowledge of Heaven, as gifts from God to Man. Of course all
these with your awareness when you are in a state of ignorance. But when you
are enlightened and you continue to hold on to the former knowledge of your
ignorance, then you do not have the strength to keep that which is useful and
free yourself from that which is useless. In this case you will remain stationary
and incorrigible despite all Our advice and directions.
You will perceive the song of the Dove when you are obedient to our
Enlightenment and this will become your guide and your illuminator.
Provided your Faith is real and not just conformist.
In one of the Christian Churches – I do not say when – the Divine Dove will
appear for a while, to prove that It truly exists in the Heavens. It will appear as
It is with Its radiance and all who are there will bow their heads as an
indication that they accept the immortal texts that are dictated for the
enlightenment of Man. Where? When? How? These will be the customary
questions of all when they read my text - but the undersigned cannot say when
this will take place only that the Truth alone will reveal the event and will
awaken the faith of the believers and unbelievers. This miracle of the Light
will be the beginning of new life on your planet. Only this way will material
men perceive that apart from the material world there exists the invisible and
real world of souls with specialist Leader-Teachers headed by the Lord, Who
rules everything.
Editor’s comments
[1] this path has the constant protection of the Holy Spirit

12. Human knowledge
{Confucius}
[Book 3: pp 96]

The people of your timeframe admire the knowledge of various wise men
because they occupy high places and their fame has spread their names to the
other side of your planet. But these wise men, what do they give back to the
general good? They deliver theories that many times clash and are forgotten
the same way as they flashed for an instant. Therefore their brightness was
false. The aim of today’s wise man is not to generate the admiration of others,
but to assist his fellow man. Who from all your so-called wise men has done
something useful for humanity? The true wise man does not seek fame,
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because he is not an egoist, but he is a man who according to his strength
supports, promotes and defends men who have absolute need of him.
The great intellectuals more than any one else have harmed and continue to
harm human knowledge. Knowledge is an enlightening strength, sometimes
good and other times bad. Unfortunately today the bad enlightenment has
prevailed. We with true Enlightenment will eliminate it, to prove that the great
[1] wisdom has succumbed to foolishness and that those who are considered
foolish are more worthy than the supposedly great men of your period. The
obscurity of many men has given life to Man, so that it was exploited by unwise
knowledge!
The Kingdom of the Lord is ready to overturn everything in your world, so that
the new Sun of True Knowledge can rise to enlighten first the heart and then
the spirit so the ascending soul can also raise the spirit to the New State whose
laws, as the Spiritual World said are ten (10) in number. Upon these,
everything will be based in detail. With this We will assist, because as the
differences extend, the labyrinth also extends and in this labyrinth you will not
find the beginning or the end. [2]
God or Anarhon is not Knowledge. It is Love. From Love springs True
Knowledge.
Editor’s comments
[1] human
[2] see book 4 re the White State

13. About woman
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 79]

Dear brethren, when the Spiritual World provides a short description about the
quality of the woman, It does not despise her. On the contrary, the destination
of woman is such that she plays the part that Anarhon has assigned to her.
If woman was to ascend the ladder of the Stations, she would never reach the
last one. For this reason the Lord has devised a special Paradise for her, so it
would be easier for her to ascend to the eternal and peaceful life of Heaven. [1]
It does not matter if she is of second quality. This is done so there would be
separation between the two opposite genders or, if you want, between the two
opposite entities.[2]
Wrongly, many exploit the Truth that the Spiritual World gives with great
affection and love to both man and woman. These topics are mysteries known
only to the Lord. When a soul of either quality A or quality B is recalled they
both belong to the same Kingdom. They meet other souls, attend talks, are
taught and experience the same joy.
Woman has great power on the earthly world. Here it is not an earthly world
but a Heavenly one, consequently her powers are few. For this reason she is
called the ‘weak gender’ even though she is not a ‘gender’ but, is an entity.
Unruly spirits that communicate with humans assigned this term to woman.
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We advise both genders to do everything within the measure of their physical
environment otherwise ‘Anassa’ the Queen of Heaven (Mother of the Lord)
would not have existed. This only is sufficient for you to understand that the
woman’s destiny is to raise man and should not be undervalued, because her
role is such. Man’s role is love towards his neighbour.
Editor’s comments
[1] see Book1about the Stations
[2] quality A (man) and quality B (woman) does not mean one is superior to the other.
The terms are used to distinguish two different types of entities, an A and a B

14. The Logos (Word) is God
{Confucius}

[Book 22: pp 251]

Because a discussion is taking place about the strength of the Logos, allow me
to add my small amount of knowledge [1].
The Logos is God – from there the Logos starts. And when We say the Divine
Logos this is what We mean, that the Logos has Divine Power stemming from
the Fountain of Anarhon.
It is of course very difficult for you to enable your fellow men to understand
that the Logos of the Spiritual World is indeed Divine. They will understand
this when Our texts are propagated and coincide with phenomena that will
cause surprise. However you will have explanations and reasons for why one
phenomenon preceded the other.
People will construe the phenomena as miracles and the miracles will further
strengthen the Divine Logos, so they will accept the Texts as writings of Divine
Will.
There are two types of Logos: Of Light and of Darkness. The one of Darkness
does not concern us but only the one of the Light to regenerate Man and give
him the new enlightenment, the supplementary and the main, to complete the
gaps in his knowledge.
The Logos is Enlightenment and Enlightenment is Love in action which is also
the regeneration of the soul and the Divine Enlightenment for the spirit.
Today nothing would have existed in the whole Universe if the Logos was not
activated. Respect and be convinced that the Logos is the Life of an entity to
battle when it appears on your world.
The Logos has saved you and the Logos is able to raise you, by you accepting It
as the medicine from the Divine Authority.
Editor’s comments
[1] In this text Heavenly Logos is written with L and the earthly logos with l
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15. The logos was given to Man to create
{Confucius}
[Book 3: pp 85]

The time for the liberation of the slaves from the beasts with the many eyes
namely the totalitarian governments is approaching. Those innocent who will
be sacrificed through necessity will return to their countries so the guilty can be
punished.
As Lord Pharah stated, the cleansing will be carried out on a large scale so that
the new Light that Heaven is preparing for humanity can shine.
It is necessary that all who distort the meaning of the logos be removed from
the earthly life. The logos was given to Man to enable him to create and not
destroy. Therefore those who do not know this will learn it without being able
to participate. This is because they have already sat the examinations and
failed.

16. The combination of the Logos and Faith
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 173-174]

The combination of the Logos and Faith means a strong basis for enlightenment
and illumination. The Logos, as we said at another time, is the beginning of
everything. But in men the Logos is divided into two parts: a positive and a
negative. These two parts are subdivided into other categories, which I will
expand upon at another time. We are interested in the two competing Logoi. [1]
I will not report on the Heavenly Logos or its reflection on Earth, but on the
reactionary one that aims by every means to establish itself in the spirits of the
unenlightened.
How does this logos act? It acts through the erudition of a speaker and the
exertion of influence on the audiences without reaching a conclusion that is
good for the listener.
When human knowledge is entangled with incorrect observations and a
meritorious speaker, according to his opinion, confuses the meanings of
everything, it is impossible for him to offer true light to those that are in
absolute need of him. That is, instead of supporting the great work of Heaven,
he undermines it behind a mask of Our Authority. The ideas of human
knowledge have never been the same as those of Heaven.
True Light is emanated from the Spiritual World and not from trite earthly
knowledge. Those who have ears will listen. And if they have Divine
knowledge they can understand, so that with help from the Spiritual World
they can exert influence on the incorrect ideas of earthly knowledge.
If you could observe the movement of earthly life from the moon, you would be
horrified by its iniquity. Why? Because your knowledge clashes with their own
framework. That is, one wrong clashes with another wrong at the expense of
everything. There is no one strong enough to tell the truth so the tower of
falsehood, that has even captured its creator, can be destroyed. How far Man is
from Truth! And then he asks for help. From whom, since he mocks
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everything and when he is in trouble he asks for Us? For what, when he does
not know from where the Light is transmitted?
Editor’s comments
[1] note that the Heavenly Logos is divided into two parts: Of Light and of Darkness,
whereas the earthly logos is also divided into two parts: the positive and the negative

17. The battle of the Logos
{Confucius}

[Book 18: pp 11-13]

Dear brethren, previously the Spiritual World has warned you that when your
fight will start in favour of Our forces, you will have to face a few enemies. We
also said something else: You should not pay attention to those who impede
your sacred work. You, as fighters, will turn your weapons, that is Our
instructive Logos, towards all the faithful and this way the Demon of Evil will
be totally defeated and victory will crown your actions.
Do not be disturbed by the frivolous ones that appear as being wise, good and
pious whereas in reality they are enemies and hypocrites of the truth and piety.
Presently the Lord is on Earth, so that your powers can be more effective than
they were before. You have Divinity as an ally. Do not be timid, the logos is
the most powerful weapon of all the ones that humanity has at its disposal.
We will overturn everything to create a new direction that you already know.
From now on cast your eyes in all directions of your world so that you can be
convinced of what battle We are fighting – you will also battle for the Logos.
Do not worry if you think that there are only a few that follow you. I can assure
you that there are double and in time they will increase to a very large number
so that fame will pass your borders and then you will see what will happen. Of
course We are always in favour of our faithful at the expense of the unbelievers
and hypocrites who have the impression that they are offering a service to the
Church of the Lord, while they are placing explosive material to overturn Him.
The Lord at this moment is above your heads and is following my talk, which is
the knowledge of His eyes. Also brother Socrates is with me so by being close
by we reinforce the Logos of Divinity. [1]
The Glory of the Lord awaits you, because We go forward together to the battle
of the invisible and material world. The invisible shows its incorruptible
powers, whereas the perishable, what has it to show? Its downfall!
Be faithful, respectful and prudent regarding our directions as well as fearless
and keep the Lord in your heart so you can receive the directions from Anarhon
through the Holy Spirit. Not since the period of the appearance of the Lord on
Earth has Anarhon taken part in our actions, only through His creative Source.
Of course they will not believe you, if you tell those who are lukewarm what
you are receiving from Heaven. They will see their mistake by themselves but
too late therefore they will have gained nothing for the salvation of their souls.
There are many today that are expecting something without defining what it is.
This ‘something’ is the second coming of the Lord in Spirit – and you are the
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first to know this, as the shepherds who first worshiped the sacred child. This
is of significance that you will verify on your own and you will see that indeed
you are privileged. [2]
Editor’s comments
[1] Socrates and Confucius are considered the eyes of the Lord
[2] for more teachings about Logos see monograph No.8: The Logos – The Word

18. Knowledge before the Christian era
{Han Tzu Lain}

[Book 4: pp 190-192]

My brethren, I know that your first concern is to learn who I was when I lived
on your Earth. But you will not gain much by learning about my personality. I
appeared on the Earth a long time before the Christian era. I lived in China and
I was a follower of the great wise Confucius. I studied his work and I accepted
his knowledge. This persuaded me to further study Love, from which springs
all good things that Man expects but many times is unable to acquire because
he will misuse them if he were to acquire them.
As a wise man of my time I was also a member of the priesthood that had a
different opinion from my own regarding the spiritual development of Man.
My convictions displeased my colleagues and for this reason I decided to
distance myself from their gatherings whose aim was to impose on the
consciences of the faithful by using wealth and power. In my opinion the
conscience of my colleagues were influenced by the strength of their spirit thus
diminishing the value of their entity. My true revelation was made known
through my words and this was sufficient for me to be expelled from my
father’s land. As a beggar I traversed huge distances of our territory teaching
my simple brothers the counsel of divinity. In Heaven I was honoured for my
work with a brilliant place within the Invisible Kingdom.
The Lord, who I have never imagined as a man on Earth, I recognised in
Heaven when He again took the Administration into His hands. I want to say
that if I had lived during His period, it would have been impossible for me to
recognise the Divine Omnipotence in Him, because Man is lacking true
knowledge. Only the Lord taught the True knowledge to overshadow all the
wisdom of the world. As I said earlier I will refer to only very few of my own
teachings to somehow convince you with your ambivalence that I was a teacher
of good will.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Every man’s perception of good may possibly be evil.
Man is as obscure as the water is transparent and whose harmful
substance you ignore.
Light strengthens vision when it is absorbed, but it blinds when it
cannot tolerate strength greater than its capacity.
I offer does not mean I seek something from someone; it means
that I give, so others can imitate.
Do not imitate the worm, so you will not lose your light.
Seek the divine power inside you, so you can converse with the
Supreme Light.
Wealth envies happiness, but happiness is indifferent to wealth.
The thirst of the spirit is insatiable. Be content with little to gain
much.
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Knowledge during our period was luminous for those who knew how to
maintain its radiance, without being sure from where it came into our minds.
What was unknown to us was the Power of everything, without having the
capability to specify the cause of the Authority. From the Christian period
intellectual men started to perceive everything in a different way, because they
were assisted by the True Light. Therefore the pre-Christian knowledge was an
oil lamp that with the appearance of the Lord was converted to a projector.
Comparing the two illuminations we notice that the strongest is also the
simplest, because everything that emanates from Heaven is Divine and in its
Divinity it is simple, as was the appearance of the Lord and His work.
Of course, knowledge does not have an end, but it has an inexhaustible source
of Logos. Knowledge that is lacking Divine Light is called earthly, and this
knowledge on its path intertwines Truth with falsehood, so Man cannot
distinguish the correct from the incorrect. Divine knowledge descending from
Heaven is so naked in its Truth that the falsehood of earthly knowledge doubts
the authenticity of the Light of Truth. The lowly worm sees but does not
believe. So greatly has matter blinded it. Cast your gaze towards the True
Light to enjoy the Truth and perceive the deceit of falsehood.

19. The grandeur and splendor of the Christian religion
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 115-116]

The bells are ringing because life bids farewell to death to find in death
immortal life. [1]
Which other religion in the whole of humanity has such a grandeur and such
splendor as this of the Lord? Imagine what now happens in Heaven, when the
Lord enters Parliament [2] and speaks to the multitudes of His Kingdom!
There is excessive love with bad results and there is also balanced love with
beneficial means for Man’s ascent.
Which of the two do you prefer?
The first does not have human basis – it is taught by Buddhism. The second is
human and was taught by the real Divinity, the Lord Who today is being buried
as a representation of that time [3]. Love is being buried, so its Light from
Heaven can shine and spread its power through the Logos to the faithful
brothers who have understanding but also respect and obedience to the
directives of the Spiritual World, which today honours the burial of the Great
Leader of the Heavenly Kingdom.
I, Confucius who many maintain was wise, I deposit my wisdom as useless at
the feet of the personification of Love, Our Lord Jesus Christ, Saviour of the
World and strengthener of the (soul) strength of your invisible brothers and our
brothers.
Great is your Glory Lord Which forever and ever will remain as the Lighthouse
of Life.
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Editor’s comments
[1] this text was given 1st May, Easter 1964
[2] Heavenly Parliament; see Book 1
[3] text delivered on Good Friday

20. Philosophy
{Confucius}

[Book 6: pp 183-184]

My dear brethren in my time, we the Chinese did not occupy ourselves with
Western style philosophy. Our philosophy was specific in its conception. We
centered it only around humanitarianism. Put it another way, our opinions
about human life, referred to the practical application of Good. Wasn’t this
truth really inspired by Divinity? We did not occupy ourselves with empty
words that did not have an influence on our uneducated people. The
philosophical figures of speech, as systems, are not applicable to every entity.
Men are not merchandise of mass production. Every entity is a different world
of ideas and perceptions. For this reason, the most important things for us,
were the good actions applicable for imitation.
If in our work we pointed out what was bad in the society, then part of the
nation who knew how to read would revolt as rogues without conscience and
destroy everything that was worthy of our traditions. In a parallel manner, we
would have had to face the Mandarins who collaborated with the rich as
powerful agents of society. For this reason, our philosophy consisted of the
practical application of goodness and piety as much as possible.
The truth is, that all had need of Us, without Us giving them the weapon of the
logos. This is just but dangerous at the same time. Our own philosophy was
simple, easy to understand and encouraging for Man. It was a kind of
stabilization of opinions, and as I said had practical application. So you can
understand me better, it was a teaching about humanitarianism and not empty
suggestions with attractive words that could not be applied.
You wonder today to learn what relationship a woman has with philosophy.
She has none my friends. Philosophy, that is, the real truth is stable and does
not stop searching. That is why this is not a branch of the Logos for the
changeable spirit such as that of the female nature. I have no doubt that many
of the female students of philosophical schools are excellent and studious,
because they can easily memorize the texts and succeed in obtaining their
diploma. Do you know of any woman that has published a philosophical piece
of work of major significance? It is known that women do not delve into the
meaning of philosophy irrespective how simple it is, unless of course she is
helped to lie, because she adapts the meanings according to the tendency of her
liking.
More men should be interested in the branch of philosophy because they have a
developed perception. Unfortunately they are divided into two categories:
1. those of enlightening philosophy that is understandable and simple
and
2. those of the dark philosophy that is non-understandable and misleading.
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There are very few of the first category. There are many of the second who
confuse the minds of their fellow men.
Therefore a woman who studies these two streams of logos, instead of being
taught something useful, she confuses the differences of these two streams in
her spirit, which results in the distortion of her perceptions of the meanings,
and she delivers through logos all that she likes, thus distorting philosophy.
The first elements of philosophical meanings were given through inspiration
from the Supernatural Logos because the roots of philosophy are Heavenly.
They are transmitted partially and in stages. Therefore, the core of philosophy
is the Sacred Logos. However Man without thought and logical penetration
into the meaning of philosophical logos has distorted the philosophical Truth at
the expense of human knowledge.
Woman does not apply, but inspires the philosophical development in Man.

21. What is the IDEAL
{Confucius}

[Monthly Magazine (Divine Light), Vol 475, p p5-6]

It is a perfect hypostasis [1] of Man with its aim to conquer the prize of beauty,
of justice, of love and of the understanding of the spirit and the soul. That is,
when Man surrenders this prize to the opposite sex that has also conquered the
prize by itself, and receives from its opposite sex the same prize, then
automatically these two prizes are converted into one multifaceted star that the
Spiritual World names IDEAL.
For example, it is possible for an entity A to have an ideal but deep down the
entity is not sure if it has conquered it or not. The same occurs with entity B,
but a meeting between A and B is not easy in order for their ideals to bind
together, as the Spiritual World determines, so that they can form the star that I
have mentioned.
The true ideal consists of both heterosexuals, A and B. Otherwise the idea of
the ideal remains a theory and A will be recalled without acquiring its true
ideal. That is, it becomes a base without cover and will wait in Heaven until at
some stage it will find it and be joined with its true cover to complete this long
lasting union. [2]
In the Spiritual World there are many psycho-spiritual entities that have found
their ideal. On your Earth it is difficult to find your ideal even though you
think that your ideal is this or that.
Ideal is the matching energy for the union of two heterosexuals. The ideals, that
you mortals refer to, are not ideals but desires that have no relation with the
real ideals, whose meaning is the completion of the entities into one equal in
strength flame that is sustained by Divinity.
You are not able to accept the definition of ideal on Earth due to your poor
perception - in this case you will find it in Heaven. In very few cases the
Creation of the ideal on Earth, is only known by the attracted heterosexuals that
I have mentioned, without them being able to perceive it and give a definition
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to the meaning of their ideal. But because I am going to give you the definition
of this ideal, in addition, I mention for your knowledge this:
Two heterosexuals, united in an ideal way through Divine Blessing as the
Spiritual World has specified, with psychic exaltation and spiritual
understanding, make the DIVINE IDEAL.
Editor’s comments
[1] = essence, substance
[2] to facilitate your thinking: consider entity A as a pot and entity B as its cover – in
Greece there is popular phrase when a couple is happily joined: ‘the pot rolled and found
its cover’

22. Maxim of an ancient Chinese Teacher
{Chin Ya Se}

[Book 6: pp 69-70]

You did not expect me because I am a new spirit in your catalogues. I was an
ancient Teacher of Love in northern China 8,000 years ago. Then we were using
paper to facilitate our work. It was of course slightly coarse but very useful for
our needs. My texts were lost during the continuous wars within my great
country. I had under my authority many faithful who I was teaching using
short phrases, so they could understand first their meaning and then express
their personal opinion, therefore my teaching was carried out in a friendly and
brotherly manner. I will mention some (of my teachings) that have remained in
the darkness of the centuries: - The beginning of everything good is knowledge of the substance.
- Substance is called the Light of our inner knowledge.
- Love is the way by which you capture the unknown.
- Do not extend your love beyond a certain limit, because then you will
lose your way and you will stray onto another road unknown to you,
and therefore dangerous.
- Love all the animals of Creation because if they had a spirit like Man
they would be superior to him.
- Man who has spirit and does not have soul strength is more inferior
than an animal slithering on Earth.
- Morality is elastic; every Man places it wherever he likes. The elasticity
of morality shows that it does not have meaning if its base is not love.
Through love morality forces that which is correct and just, where Man
places that which is dangerous and unjust.
- Be worthy of the one so that the rest become part of the one Authority.
The Authority is not made up of the many. The many are subject to the
directives of the Authority.
If one of the many raises his head this is called revolt. Since his colleagues do
not move why is he asking them to rise? Therefore the scandal creates an
abnormal situation.
I did not seek God in Heaven but inside me without seeing if He had a face or
not. By my behaviour I was convinced that I had met Him.
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23. A Chinese wise man’s saying
[Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 188-189] and [Book 6: pp 87]

My dear brethren, do not think that in other continents there did not exist men
worthy of receiving a brilliant position in Heaven.
Kin Se Me was an unknown wise man and an enlightening spirit in Heaven.
Remember his name. I will return to inform you about him.
He used to say:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Love your neighbour with faith so that devotion is born in
you’.
‘Take care that the spirit of your woman is soothed so she
can understand you’.
‘Greed destroys the character of Man and reduces him to the
point of being subhuman’.
‘Great is the power of God and powerless is Man’s.
‘Place God inside you so you can acquire the strength of
God’.
‘Debauchery is hell inside you. Get rid of it and God will
give you purity as a present’.
‘Purity can be acquired as long as you want it’. (Francisco of
Assisi has shown this)
‘Be prudent, concise and logical and then you will have
inside you the Light of Divinity’.

As I said, at another time, I will give you more details about the life and work of
this Chinese wise man. My dear brethren, the Spiritual World prepares
surprises for you.

24. An unknown wise man
[Confucius}

[Book 6: pp 124-126]

Once I spoke about a compatriot of mine, a wise man but unknown in your
world, Kin Se Me. He was born in a small market town in China. He was poor.
He was not interested in the monetary means that some of the dignitary of his
time offered him to facilitate the spreading of his sayings and his writings. A
few friends who admired his erudition supported him without them knowing
where he was taught such knowledge. To this question, put by some, he
answered from ‘the Great Spirit’, without of course specifying which It was and
how It was dictating such knowledge to him.
My dear friends, by chance whilst travelling in inner China one of my
acquaintances led me to the humble hut of this wise man. He did not say much.
If you asked him he replied with a peculiar smile that distinguished him as a
pure spirit of wisdom.
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-

-

I asked him, what is the aim of your life? And he answered:
I have no aim, unless the Great Spirit specifies an aim for me that I
do not know.
I said since you are of the opinion that you have no aim in this life,
why do you exist? And he answered calmly:
This is exactly what I am seeking and searching for, so I can justify
my existence.
I said, if you have a need I would be by your side.
Thank you, he answered. All those who profit from their fellow
men without ever facilitating the lives of their brothers have needs.
My need is to enlighten those that have a need of Divine Light,
according to my strengths. This way the few will become Suns to
lighten in turn the darkness that concentrates in the hearts of men.
I said I am very sorry my good man, that you do not want to follow
me to where I am staying, so we can exchange views about life and
death.
He answered, do not seek to examine what is death because you
will not find a meaning while you are on Earth. It is preferable in
life to seek its motivation, so you can enjoy the Knowledge of the
Spirit that you do not know but you perceive.

My dear brethren, I have noted many of the sayings of this wise man, and I
have given you only very few of them.
Kin Se Me remained unknown as a wise man because he disliked fame. The
very few people who knew him do not forget his kindness and his works. He
deprived himself in order to help the poor of his time without this being known
to his friends and acquaintances.
I have learned what I have described by chance from a close friend of his after
the death of this great child of China who has gained the love of Divinity
without even being known in his own land.
Today, Kin Se Me holds a high position in Heaven near the eminent Leaders
and Teachers of the Spiritual World. I present him to you:
KIN SE ME: My beloved children. In the name of the Divine Light receive from
me the small and unknown on Earth servant of GOD, my blessings.
CONFUCIUS: As I promised I have presented him because there is a need for
me to make you aware of him and for you to understand that many such spirits
that are unknown on Earth hold high positions in Heaven.

25. Divination
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 233]

From very ancient times divination was interweaved with religion and the
sacred profession of the time, medicine.
Divination is nothing more than the abilities that Man has to communicate with
the Divine.
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In the market there are many bookshops. You choose according to your
preference. Some are beneficial and others convey harmful ideas. The same
occurs with Heaven. There are words by Leaders that increase your conviction
and words by evil spirits that at your expense inspire you with everything that
is harmful. As you choose good books from bad similarly you should choose
the good words from the bad ones.
God has given total freedom to all. In ancient times, divination performed a
key role in all the subjects that concerned society.
In the Middle Ages there were many soothsayer-charlatans. In all branches of
science and professions there were charlatans. Why does it appear
inconceivable to you today that numerous soothsayers exist? Of course, they
practice their profession for their sustenance. Learn, that a conscientious
soothsayer is a sacred person and is not concerned with the rotten issues of
society but with lofty ones for the enlightenment of Man.
Apollo was also god of divination, that is, of the Light of Truth. Prophets are
sacred soothsayers and the medium who communicates with Divinity and
receives directions for enlightenment and unknown learning so he can transmit
to men the existence of the Divine Governing Authority. Therefore, he is the
sacred transmitters of Heaven.
But those who are enlightened by both sides [1], they are not always benevolent
towards our side. This is so men can be occupied with the unknown and what
it is.
Divination preannounces events that are foreseen by Divinity.
Editor’s comments
[1] Divine and Evil

26. Do not waste your time aimlessly
{Confucius}

[Book 4: pp 170-172]

My brethren all aimless wasting of your time delays your psychical and
spiritual ascent. We do not have the measurement of time, simply because time
does not exist in the Immortality of Heaven. But it is necessary for Man, so he
can regulate everything according to the measure of distance and time so he
does not move and act aimlessly. Time has significance for mortals because the
duration of their lives is short. Within this short duration of time what can Man
do if he does not have direction and lacks orientation? Until he perceives that
the Divine Logos and Divine Enlightenment exist he is consumed with the
struggle of life without having sufficient strength to walk the road of his
salvation.
Unfortunately, for the sake of his comfort Man considers it unnecessary to
occupy himself with whatever does not have a relationship with matter. Only
the goods of the material world interest him. All this is because he has no time
left for enlightenment, which he considers to be something negative and this
denial that nestles inside him tends towards everything that is invisible. If in
spiritual calmness he reflects that nothing can move without the Will of the
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Creator, then a door will open in his favour towards Our Light. With goodwill
and patience, if he examines the Light of Hope that We have provided for him,
he will discover an unknown and immense world that he could never discover
through earthly knowledge.
With prudence and faith in Our Authority, not only will he acquire
supernatural knowledge but he will also be able to delve into the common
faults of Man and transmit to him revival and directions as though he is his
guiding angel and protector.
But with your poor perception, not only do you ignore that which is correct but
also you continually follow that which is wrong so finally you fall into the
abyss. Therefore before you reach the edge of the precipice take the decision to
change your tactics without wasting your time aimlessly.
Take advantage of the teachings of the Heavenly Orators, discuss them with
reverence and understanding, and you will at once see what an unexpected
gain you will have both for yourself and for your brothers.
Time is a flowing spring of water that refreshes those who are thirsty, satisfies
those who wonder and leaves the vulgar who in their ignorance are heading in
the opposite direction to what is beneficial during their precious time.
Do not waste the blessings of time aimlessly when you lack the scales of the
measure and impartial judgement about what is necessary because then
inevitably you will find yourself in a difficult position, seeking to recover what
has been lost, without being able to keep a hold on the necessary provisions of
life. Time is a mirror of the past, warning you about the future, so that you may
pass through the present with complete order and harmony. For this reason
you must not waste your time aimlessly.
Time is equivalent to a space of correct action so that you can avoid every
possible form of misunderstanding in this present life.

27. Constellations have Divine destiny
{Confucius}

[Book 4: pp 180-182]

My brethren, the constellations are not random. Each one of the constellations
has its purpose that is Divine, because the aim of each constellation is to radiate
onto Earth and transmit its energies to it.
God premeditated everything and waits for the results of everything. He knows
what they will be. The Creator has established the placing and movement of
the constellations with such wisdom, that all the constellations together, great
and small, near and far act together for the preservation of your Earth. Earth, in
spite of what we say about Man, is the Celestial treasury of the Lord. Within it
is the unpolished diamond of the Creator, Man. The fashioning of this diamond
takes place according to the natural Law with such care that not a single man
realizes that he is in the Workshop of Divine Providence.
Death is perceived by Man as being an inescapable path of the Divine Economy.
But the purpose of death is to elevate an entity through the increase of its soul
strength.
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Unfortunately Man does not observe anything that is far away from the sphere
of his interests - and this way he neglects to study and to delve deeply into the
holy Texts of the Heavenly discourses. You all have the impression that death
delivers you from life. Whereas death does not deliver you from it but transfers
you into eternity so that you sit an examination of what you have learned. If
you are promotable you are transferred to the appropriate Station on the
psycho-spiritual ladder. If you do not pass the examination and you have
certain deficiencies you will return back to Earth to start the temporary life
again, being free to find by yourselves the reason for your destiny not as men
but as entities of Heaven.
The functioning of our Kingdom is very complex for men to understand,
because they do not perceive everything. Their intellect is small. It can only
reach up to a certain point. Beyond this point it becomes confused, regresses
and often goes astray because their spirit is in unknown oceans, vast and dark.
The constellations – and it is necessary for you to know this – act through their
radiation on your entities. Corresponding to each radiation, a certain tendency
is given to Man that corresponds to the influence of the constellations. These
influences are Divine and, as you know, work to balance the Divine Economy.
The constellations act in many ways on all Man’s natural tendencies. Whether
they be sentimental, artistic, spiritual or instinctive. The combinations of
radiations from the constellations shape the personality of the individual entity.
The Celestial personality of an entity is different from its personality whilst on
Earth. The vile ‘ego’ does not exist in the Heavens. [1] But when We want to
instruct you by referring to our personal being, we use the word, ‘ego’, in its
pure sense, so that We make ourselves intelligible to our brethren on the Earth.
Our personality in the Heavens is distinguished by the brightness of our light.
There is no confusion, because each brightness is also a physiognomy.
Similarly, as you distinguish one person from another, so we distinguish
ourselves by other means.
Editor’s comments
[1] [editor: in Greek the word ‘ego’ means ‘I’]

28. Divine Light means eternal Love
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 178]

Dear brethren, before the end of the year [1] I as well as Brother Socrates wish
you to pass the new period with good health and joy. To remember me I will
say the following:
Time is colourless, because inside it Anarhon moves. Earth is coloured because
inside it various creatures move. Between the colourless and coloured
intercedes the Logos of the Leaders, as colourless colouring everything.
The meaning of Our Logos is Divine and it receives colours from Earth so it can
be perceived by all.
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The smallness of the human brain does not have an intensity of more than a
small lamp. Only if the brain derives fuel (unspecified in kind) from the Divine,
can the lamp become a projector of immense intensity.
Men, learn to draw Divine Light for your enlightenment and for that of your
brothers.
Divine Light means Eternal Love. If you do not understand the meaning of
Love then every effort to acquire higher knowledge is a waste of time.
Editor’s comments
[1] [editor: this communication was given 30 Dec 1964]

29. Who is going to clarify the correct from the erroneous
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 184]

The Lord’s mission on Earth was to open your third eye, the invisible and
infallible one, so you can understand everything through perception and
intuition. But you were blinded by matter and instead of cultivating the hidden
vision of your psychic you cultivated your earthly eyes, that often fall in gross
errors because you see something but you do not understand it and if you
understand it you do not research for it, and therefore your perceptions of the
images are wrong and they create in your inner self imaginary worlds and not
real ones.
Your imagination propels your movement towards that which is good or bad.
Consequently when the images are of bad quality you act badly. To reach the
point of clear perception through foresight or intuition or both, you ought to
apply the Logos. Not the human but the Heavenly.
There are men that have foresights but all are not pure. Amongst them there
are some who are deceptive. Because, how is it possible for someone who is the
worst of men to guide his brothers with his logos, since his quality is unworthy
of the Logos? How does it happen that he deceives you? It is because he has
strong but undefined attributes. Why do We let him free? It is to examine you.
Science sometimes gives great weight to those who have such attributes. It is
deceived and in turn deceives the other brothers through ignorance. What
looks correct may not be and vice-versa. Who is going to clarify the correct
from the erroneous? Man is in no position to, because he is lacking the relevant
training for this.
A clergyman breaks the Lord’s Law and because of this he blunders.
A wise man seeks confirmation of what he is seeking, which is utopia.
A scientist is concerned about his profession and fame and in being more able
than another.
A man educated in much and varied knowledge, does not know whether or not
it is possible to examine himself.
The woman scrutinizes you so you are not able to scrutinize her.
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And I ask: Who finally will be able to separate earthly knowledge from the
Heavenly and transmit the latter to Man who has an absolute need of it? Men
of good will do this.

30. Very few capture the Pure Light
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 196-197]

You cannot recognise God through the Evil Spirit. When the cunning spirit
astounds you, you admire it for its supernatural power. But those who believe
in God never embrace the Spirit of Evil.
Man ought to accept one or the other: the power of Good or of Evil. Evil exists.
Good aims to destroy Evil through Love, whereas Evil moves away from the
power of Good not to be vanished.
God is a meaning. A meaning that cannot be captured. The spirit of evil is also
a meaning, but it can be understood by Man’s intellect. For this reason it is
easier to do evil than good.
There are many who teach about Heaven, but there are very few who grasp
only the Pure Light. Through Pure Light penetrate into the most difficult
problems and be assured that through this means you are going to clear the
atmosphere of the miasmas of the cunning spirit.
If the Evil Spirit did not exist you would be idle. This has pushed the spirits of
men into a continuous struggle to distinguish their qualities and take the
appropriate position at the fortification of Heaven.
Those who are not convinced of the existence of God have not a developed
perception to enable them to capture the Divine and White Light from the
Heavenly Kingdom. At the appropriate time they all will be convinced of the
existence of the Unknown to all Power of our Father of all. We will silence
them with logic and experimental search – but then the unfaithful will be at the
lower ranks than the faithful.
When the words are not being heard then the phenomena will surprise if not
terrify their spirits. But you will remain calm because you know Our intentions
before hand and what aim We seek. Be blessed in the name of the Spiritual
World.

31. Buddhism
{Pharah}

[Book 6: pp 13]

QUESTION: Lord, in what has Buddha benefitted his faithful?
PHARAH: Buddha as a founder of a religion has offered nothing remarkable.
The Buddhists who came after him shaped it and gave it a religious meaning.
In Buddhism, Love has a primary role, but this Love is not human, it rises in the
ethers that are incomprehensible to Man.
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Love must be balanced with Man’s needs. When someone sacrifices himself for
another, this is not love but a willing sacrifice and then the entity instead of
ascending, descends. Christian love is equal for all without exempting yourself
who belongs to Divinity and you should not behave towards yourself as you
please. [1] The Commandments are there for this reason.
Buddhism of course is a religion deficient in many areas when compared to
Christianity. Supreme Love is not of your world, because Divinity condemns
excess, even in love, as it deviates from the correct balance of everything.
The self-sacrifice that is seen in nations that have Buddhism as religion is
substantial evidence of the inferiority of thinking, and fanaticism is another
point which demonstrates their inner ignorance.
All religious darkness will be enlightened by the Saviour of humanity, by the
old, through the New Teachings.
Editor’s comments
[1] the Spiritual World is against suicide

32. Buddhism is a complicated religion
{Confucius}

[Book 6: pp 32-33]

There are many people who consider that Buddha was an excellent
physiognomy. They are deceived. Buddha was a simple man. He did not have
spiritual education but he was pious towards the powers of Heaven without
knowing them. He founded in his way a religion without eyes. Those who
followed him afterwards cultivated this religion and attributed many things to
the first Buddha without them belonging to him.
Buddhism has performed a great role in the multitudes of the people of that
time. Many of the leaders followed a different path from the established one
and have harmed many of their brothers. Buddhism today is a complicated
religion and whoever wants to comply with it needs to leave everything and
seek the Divine Breath in isolation and study the various works of the monks of
the Buddhist dogma. Buddhism is not humane. It is not possible for Man to be
idle towards his fellow men and to cater firstly for his soul ignoring the body as
if this did not belong to him.
Despite the philosophical principles and teachings of Buddhism what are these
men offering humanity? If many adopt Buddhism because they find perfection,
what is the perfection that they are offering to their brothers? Do not be
deceived because this religion is not for the earthly, nor for the Heavenly. The
Heavenly have higher duties towards the earthly.
I, Confucius the creator of a school with Love towards your neighbour as a
base, have identified with the Teachings of the subsequent Christianity. The
Law in Heaven founded the base of Christianity before the appearance of the
Lord on Earth. That which I have kept in my memory traversing the Barrier of
Forgetfulness was Love towards your neighbour.
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The Light from the East did not stay in a specific area of the East but as the Sun
rises so the Light reached Mesopotamia onto the sacred ground where it
remained to give its brilliant Light to the dark minds of knowledge of that era.
Those who still dispute the existence and the teachings of the Lord are not
worthy of being called men. Let the study of the Scriptures of the Divine Word
become the Light of their traverse from this world.
I speak to all Christians and non-Christians because you are all from the same
race but not with the same spirit. Your souls are sisters. Only your spirits have
remained enemies because not all have received enlightenment from the same
Light. This is why I have come to enlighten you on this point, that you ignore
out of ignorance.
The Lord is the Sun of your soul. Let your soul bathe in His Light so the spirit
can recover.

33. Worlds with human entities do not exist
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 190-191]

Why is your world so interested and worried about the signals that you receive
from beyond this world? Who is going to interpret them for you when the
experts do not have Divine Enlightenment? These signals will intensify. They
do not come from where the experts think they are coming from. This is
because worlds with human entities do not exist. But supernatural entities
unknown to Man do exist however Heaven needs them for a different purpose.
All these are moving and creating for the salvation of Earth. Only Man was
created in the image and likeness of Anarhon. Inside him Anarhon resides
through his soul.
The soul is a Divine power. It moves and revitalizes and does not participate in
the actions of the spirit despite those two, soul and spirit, being interlinked for
all time.
I wanted to give an explanation of the phenomena from the Heavenly Bodies,
but I will wait so you can see for yourselves what silly explanations the
scientists of matter will give.
These phenomena have appeared since time immemorial but have only just
been discovered. And because men do not know them, their imagination
creates laughable images for their spirit. The Lord forbids explanations of
scientific interest to be given to atheists because they will harm humanity even
more. By saying atheists, I mean those who have inside them the seed of evil.
Those who do not have it and are unable to believe in the Divine Authority are
deceived. You ought to enlighten these in particular. We are prepared to
answer all your queries so there is no difficulty amongst us, and the capturing
of Enlightenment will be easier.
Q: I will submit one question: Why did the Lord give to the snake the form of
the evil spirit?
A: Brethren, the old snake through enlightenment was transmitted to the spirit
of Man, because God does not speak directly with Earth except on very rare
occasions. The sinister and slithering snake, in its own way is very attractive
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and with ease conquers its prey, because it charms it and is made charming
without the prey considering the sins that it carries. Evil never presents itself
with a horrible appearance but with the image of an angel.

34. Love precedes
{Confucius}

[Book 6: pp 59-60]

From my country the great change in your political situation will begin. I do
not favor its leaders, but the present leaders are destined to play a major role on
an international scale [1]. People cannot imagine how strong they are; this
means they are harsh against the enemy and when the enemy will yield then
new men will take power to consolidate peace in the world as the shelter of
Love.
I Confucius am not considered to be a Christian but the creator of a religion
with Love as its base, I say that through this Love I have reached Theosis
(Nirvana) and recognised the Great Saviour of the souls. Heaven has
enlightened me and from Heaven I receive White light that I transmit to all the
brethren of this world. For me, there are no races only souls. And as you know
all the souls exist together in the same ether that we name the Kingdom of the
Lord.
In a previous existence I was not a citizen of this immense China but of Atlantis.
I was a mystic in Mount Lethe and I knew another colleague, a great
mathematician with a name you know: Pythagoras. Our names were different
then but for you to be able to understand us We give those names that you
recognise. I did have some hesitation about the unknown Divinity but this did
not stop me through kindness and Love towards Man ascending where the
Lord has destined me.
You should also learn that Love precedes in the heights towards the Lord. Only
through it you are able to overcome everything. It is sufficient in your life that
you know the measure.
Editor’s comments
[1] this text was delivered on 3rd January 1968

35. About the work of Nietzsche
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 81]

As a spirit, brother Nietzsche was deceived because he could not find the
difference between Good and bad. ‘Why?’ you would say. It was because he
was attracted by both sides.
Because he had a strong spirit, Divinity did not impose on him, but remained at
the same distance as evil, to see what this strong spirit would decide.
Nietzsche’s spirit was therefore confused and in the correctness of knowledge,
purity did not shine. Therefore he did not have the favour of Divinity. This is
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how when the spirit is very strong it enslaves the soul and despite the spiritual
strength of the entity it is destroyed in the infinity.
Based on Nietzsche’s works, what benefit has humanity had? None. On the
contrary, he caused harm as an evil spirit without him being evil.
Pay attention to the depth of his meanings and afterwards you will find the
truth, which remained far from the content of the essences. Nietzsche was
great. For what, confusion? Because many spirits of equal worth were
influenced by the depth without examining the height. If they were seeking the
height and saw how disproportional to the depth it was they would not have
gone forward to be deceived by the word of rightness, but would be seeking
purity and if they could not find it then they would have given up the study of
his work.
Ethical harm is punishable For this reason he is not present as a simple spirit.
Simplicity is everything, because it has purity.

36. Greed the unacceptable hunger of the spirit
{Confucius}

[Book 17: pp 55-56]

I ask all those who believe with steadfast faith in the Spiritual World, that is, in
Divinity, to make an effort not to be greedy and this is so you can be delivered
from the dead end of your life. [1] The greedy are not natural spirits. By saying
natural I mean one that has contact with the Higher Nature of Divinity.
Because the Leaders of the Spiritual World have an immense love towards Man
it is for this reason I recommend modesty to enable you to find the end of the
string to escape from the dead end and dark labyrinth that you traverse on
Earth. You have inside you the Minotaur with all his passions that bind you
with your material substance and alter your correct thoughts so you fall during
your everyday actions and you attribute the evil to Divinity. Your conscience
as another Ariadne [2] through the Spiritual World can guide you towards the
Eternal Light of the Lord.
My dear ones, as I have said and stressed, greed is the hunger of the spirit with
the difference being that The Spiritual World does not tolerate it. Often this
leads those brethren who have no conscience to crime. And as you know crime
is punished either on Earth or in Heaven and no plea is acceptable to relieve the
criminal from the perpetrated sins.
Weigh your steps because every step is progression or regression.
Unfortunately today there are many in your world that suffer from the disease,
the spiritual disease of greed. Everything that they have is not sufficient and
they always seek to enjoy more with unjustifiable excuses. When the spirit is
distorted it does not know what it is doing. And not only does it harm itself it
but it tempts others to destruction – I do not want to use stronger words. Greed
has no pity and the habit of the greedy to enjoy more worsens his position on
the whole.
Unfortunately there are men with humble instincts who honour the greedy for
their benefit, even if the benefit is minuscule. In other words they honour their
love of a special wealth that they are going to leave here on Earth and account
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for their actions in Heaven giving the reason they accumulated wealth when
their fellow men suffered and had no one from whom they could expect help.
There are some who are secretly greedy and no one knows what they have in
their treasury and why they hide it from their friends and relatives. These are
morons that when they return to earthly life they will find themselves in the
same position as the really destitute and they will beg for God’s help without
being heard because if they do not suffer they will never learn what is Justice,
what is Truth and what is Love.
Editor’s comments
[1] he means being in a situation from where there is no exit
[2] In Ancient Greek mythology Ariadne was the daughter of the King of Crete, Minos,
who helped Theseus exit from the labyrinth after slaying the Minotaur]

37. Relation between contrast and difference
{Confucius}

[Book 17: pp 108-110]

My dear ones, to understand the significance of these two meanings, that is, of
contrast and difference I will give a small example that can be understood by
everyone’s perception.
According to their taste, person A chooses a cloth of red colour and person B of
green colour. The contrast of colours does not create discontent between A and
B – and if rarely a dispute between them does occur it is not a subject of our
concern.
On the contrary if their opinions clash, reflecting their idiosyncrasies then
without compromise they will strongly support their own views - it is possible
that a scuffle will arise between A and B and indeed with hatred. But if one of
the two is wise and prudent then a compromise may arise to avoid the scuffle.
This happens in your earthly world, because if you ask 5 individuals for their
opinion they will give 10 opinions and indeed all will be different. Everyone
will defend his opinion, not from its logical view, but from egoism so he can be
seen as being superior to the others.
You are lacking the cohesion of order about which we have talked many times
but you do not try to enter into the meanings of the Spiritual World. You
consider yourselves as specialists in subjects whose depths you do not know.
The same does not happen in Heaven. This is because in our Kingdom there
are no contrasts. But there are differences, which you had from your earthly
life. This is why some hold high positions and others lower.
The contrasts are eliminated by the souls as they enter Our Kingdom, because
they already know much more than all the wise men on Earth put together. But
they are unable to transmit images from Heaven, as they would have wanted.
Secrecy is the first attribute of Heaven. For this reason all souls in Our
Kingdom without any exception, are careful with their expressions when they
speak with their own people. Sometimes they say words that are best forgotten,
without this hindering the contact of communication. These points are not
taught in spiritualist centres. They are simple but have their place, and you
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ought to know this for the ascent of your spirit, so you can achieve the aim for
which you have appeared on Earth.
There are words that mean one thing and you give them a different meaning.
For example you speak about peace and you are preparing for war. This is a
tangible image of your history and not of Our Teaching. I do not want to
expand any further because I am sure that you have understood the difference
between contrast and difference.
Your ancestors have analysed most of these subjects. Unfortunately these have
not been studied by the youth and everyone interprets the texts of the Ancients
according to his own perception, providing meanings very different from those
taught by them.
Today’s philosophy instead of leading you to the lighthouse of Light, it leads
you to the darkness of the abyss. Some are attracted because they tend towards
darkness. Since they like this, they will pay for their imprudence.
The Spiritual World with Its Light will overturn everything and systematically
will attract the youth in another direction. It will not waste time and you will
see this very soon. It is sufficient that you watch your step and be patient.

38. Atheism has faith in the present and ignorance of the future
{Confucius}

[Book 25: pp 296-297]

Those who insist upon saying that they are atheists are jesting. Because by
using the word ‘atheist’, [1] they want to prove to their brothers that they know
something more than they do. And because they do not have developed speech
to convince you, they are swaggering in their great foolishness.
If truly they did not have faith then why do they live? To only enjoy the goods
of Earth? And if these goods are removed from them? Then maybe they will
repent and many will say: ‘I was punished’. But by who? Because I do not
believe they themselves would want to be punished! Therefore they have been
punished by an unknown power, which they do not dare to name with sincerity
and say it is ‘from God’. Therefore deep down they do believe but do not
display their faith, having the opinion that by being silent they are superior to
the others!
Please tell me, if these people have a grain of knowledge or if you are able to
convince them with unshakable arguments, in which case they will answer:
‘you cannot convince me, even if you convince me’! There are categories of
such people. There are men with good intentions who give a helping hand to
those in need, but who are obstinate in spirit simply because they do not have
any. They repeat the opinions of others that interest them without having their
own opinion. And there are others that have the conviction that after death
nothing exists in order to justify their rapacious appetites and they seed terror
to enable them to have a firm footing stepping on dead bodies.
These men of atheism want to believe in their current situation. It is impossible
for them to perceive what can happen in an hour. That is, the scenery can
change and they may find themselves weakened, humiliated and intimidated.
Maybe then they will recover and come to their senses out of fear this time and
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a wish to believe in God. The Spiritual World does not tolerate such rascals nor
is it able to assist them unless they truly repent. Is this not an indication of
God’s kindness?
Leave the atheists to travel the path of their destruction, when of course they do
not have a perception if they exist or not.
Editor’s comments
[1] atheist from the Greek '/$#- (atheos), meaning without God

39. The strength of correctness
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 130-131]

Small and correct combinations of entities succeed where there is no doubt that
they are going to fail. Why? Because correctness cultivates its strength frugally
and with logical good judgement so it does not deviate from the direction that it
has set from the start.
I want to say that the powerful are unable to acquire a strong base that is
sufficient to form a foundation for a structure of social and religious authority
through matter alone. Those who have faults, because of their position in
society, and consider themselves very clever, are unfortunately the ones that fall
into the abyss. They work against the strong foundation of their ideals and
create chasms that instead of benefitting destroy the ideal. That is why modesty
is the best of all medicine in this situation.
When you ascend the steps of social ladder, do not forget that you are human,
that your spirit is superior to that of your lesser brothers and that you have an
obligation to borrow their spirit if you are lacking it. Those who are of a high
standing, does not mean that they have soul strength or a strong spirit with
correct judgement. On the contrary, those who do not have such a spirit are at
risk ascending towards the Authority and instead of giving the appropriate,
they remove this from the many for the benefit of the few. This is opposite to
the principles of Love and Justice, to the principles of Christianity and to
mutual support of the brothers. It is opposite to the purpose for which you
appeared on Earth for education.
Through Love all religions are abolished and Justice is freely distributed with
absolute happiness and satisfaction. Truth through musical harmony is resting
on the throne of the highest good, which is the understanding of the Divine
Word. The light of logic within the framework of goodness and piety returns to
the part of its throne to give the final direction to Man of pain and toil. Is this
not a gift from God? Wait for it with piety and faith.

40. Evil has no measure
{Confucius}

[Book 23: pp 220-221]

The golden phrase ‘everything within a measure’ was inspired by Heaven.
The salvation of Man is carved deeply in this phrase that no one has taken the
trouble to interpret in depth to give its correct meaning.
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The ‘everything within a measure’ refers to every human action, not harming
any of your brothers even if these actions in your perception are good and
pious.
Actions necessary in your daily life that are forced by human will or pressure
from nature must not exceed the measure, so that everything can be regulated
within the framework of a defined path of your steps. It is possible for any
palindromic step [1] to lead you into bad habits, hesitation and afterwards into
pathos.
If you are unable to separate the Good from the Bad then you will not be in a
position to act correctly and with the logic of Good. When the Good exceeds
the measure then be assured that by your imprudence you will enter into the
regions of Bad and wrong. And whilst you consider yourself full of kindness,
according to your false perception, you create badness that you do not want to
think against your brother and firstly in yourself. This false perception will be
paid later on with ingratitude, indifference and by absolute brutality.
In this situation, complaining you say ‘I took care of him, I sacrificed for him to
become a man and he repays me in the worst inhuman way. Why my God
have you sent me this beast to wound my weary heart?’
To this thoughtless question the Spiritual World replies as follows: You man,
ignored the measure and through your excessive kindness you have created the
opposite situation.
In the name of God, do not deviate from the measure - it is the rule of your
earthly life. [2]
The Evil has no measure. For example, whether you steal a needle or an
excessive amount of money it is one and the same. The aim is not to steal,
because the action of stealing does not have limits. Tasting creates the thirst of
wanting to acquire something that you do not have and also creates the
confusion within sound thinking, and consequently you remove from the
wealth of your brothers everything that does not belong to you. By this
unethical action you enjoy without effort and toil, the money that you waste on
exhibition without thinking about tomorrow and you become a professional
thief, embezzler, sycophant and if you are well positioned [3] in society you
throw the guilt of your actions on other innocent people.
In every one of your steps you must bear in mind the measure as the regulator
of your existence.
Badness does not have any connection to the measure. With one bad action
irrespective how small it is, it is easy to acquire a large dimension – it goes
forward treacherously with evil and inhuman means.
None of today’s newly rich has a clean record. All of them no matter how
much they try to appear unblemished in their businesses have been unjust.
They have betrayed others, have walked on the dead bodies of others and
bought Justice that is in a state of deterioration. They deliver Justice to the
unjust, out of excessive respect towards the generosity of the new rich.
Because Badness does not have a measure it resembles a horse running amok.
It acquires everything by every unmentionable means and through secret
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bribery, since most humans are corrupt and step on everything that is holy and
sacred.
Heaven knows everything and punishes the unethical and despicable sperms of
Evil appropriately, whether it be either corrupt judges totally without
conscience or small men of deviousness, debauchery and greed.
As I said Evil has no measure.
Editor’s comments
[1] palindromic: a Greek word meaning going backwards and forwards
[2] motto= ‘everything within a measure’
[3] in society

41. The dangerous flower garden
{Confucius}

[Book 4: pp 112-113]

Man enters the most beautiful flower garden and his sight and smell delight in
the beautiful flowers of the Creation of the Creator. He passes in front of them,
stretches out his hand and caresses the smooth, beautiful and sweet-smelling
flowers, the splendid decoration of the flower-garden and he says: ‘Within this
garden one finds the whole beauty of Paradise’. Before leaving this idyllic place
he looks right and left and goes on his way, reflecting on the lovely spectacle,
the unrivalled creation of nature. Later on his thought is enlightened, and with
his thoughts he visualizes the flower garden. But this time logic, judgement
and true enlightenment participate in his thoughts and the Man with pure
knowledge says: ‘Within a most beautiful world, which attracts everyone, there
are flowers whose simplicity give an example to the world of movement of the
grandeur of the Heavenly Creation - there are flowers whose smell revive our
existence, as does the Divine Word of Heaven - there are flowers attractive to
look at, sometimes fragrant and sometimes without scent, whose fluid brings
secret death to Man. But which are the flowers of life and which are the flowers
of death? How will Man be able to be drawn by the one and to avoid the other,
when he himself is ignorant of the nature of flowers?’
Together all the flowers are the delight of joy to the eyes and the senses. If,
Man, you do not want death from the flowers, but wish to receive life from
them, learn to judge which are dangerous and which are harmless. You will
receive guidance from the special studies on flowers, and when you enter the
flower garden stretch your hand towards the harmless flowers and do not be
seduced by the dangerous flowers, which do not themselves offer you death,
but in your ignorance you have asked for death from them.
Therefore in the kingdom of flowers where no continuous movement is
observed and there is no spiritual guidance, all the flowers together present a
harmless image to the sight. And now, beloved brethren, leaving the flower
garden, we enter into another and larger garden that is moved and guided by
the spirit. This garden is the large human society. Within it there are simple,
sweet-smelling and harmless men who attract people through their speech
because they have an understanding of their actions. But who are the harmless
and who are the dangerous? It is difficult to distinguish the inner of men, so
that one can approach the harmless and avoid the dangerous. The social
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garden is far more dangerous than the other, because the spirit in its freedom
devises plans to deceive the innocent. The sweet scented words attract us when
we reach out towards them, as a flower of the great flower garden this flower
pours out poison, to put our life to an end, without pity.
What studies, then, should we undertake to enable us to avoid the poisonous
flowers and approach only those that are harmless?
My dear brethren, there is no book in the whole of your Earth that can guide
you to distinguish one type from the other, other than the Texts of the Spiritual
World. Apply yourselves to them with diligence and you will emerge
victorious from the struggle. They are the sole true Light of Heaven for the
guidance and protection of your life from the useless but attractive flowers of
your worldly society. It lies within your powers of research to find within
Our texts the treasure of Knowledge for Enlightenment and Illumination.

42. The Will of Anarhon
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 121]

Brethren, you have many queries. What are they? Note one by one and after
you have read the text ask me the questions. I will give answers to all the
points.
There is no ambiguity that the Lord is Divinity of our Governing Authority.
Anarhon who knows the essence of everything has indicated through the
natural law which essences when united will provide perfection. No one can
avoid the Will of Anarhon and when the Spiritual World gives responsible
direction to individuals on Earth, they ought to keep these directives secret and
act according to His will. He Who knows best of all what He wants to create.
We do not enter into details because they are complicated and it will be difficult
for you to explore the vast depths of His knowledge.
Anarhon asks for a sacrifice - do you deny it or not? He tests your Faith and
endurance. This is what the Old Testament says. Today, He does not ask for
sacrifices but works, productive works irrespective whether at certain points
they are opposite to the logic of your world. This is because logic requires
harmony within the meaning of the word. But while it is always applied it does
not always deliver. Why? It is because logic is human, whereas the Heavenly
logic delivers. Why? Because it is Divine and free from everything impure.
This is why We have objections between your logic and Ours. Your logic stems
from the brain whereas Ours springs from the Fountain of Love towards Man.
Mystery always has a sacred aim to not threaten, because ignorance fears the
mystery. Within a mystery is encapsulated the ultimate will towards an
unknown aim, which is respectful and useful to all mortals. You have heard the
transmission of the Word from the Palace of the Lord.
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43. Heaven is a great mystery
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 209]

You are surprised by the myths without being able to delve into the truth.
Heaven is the great mystery but before seeking the interpretations that are
given concerning Heaven it will be best if you first look at your Earth that you
ignore. Investigate the mysteries closest to you - the Heavenly mysteries you
will learn only through our Enlightenment.
Earth has many layers that science has not yet discovered [1]. When many of
these layers exist with the same elements, but at huge depths, their consistency
changes and forms a powerful barrier to the quakes. They have immense
attraction especially at the depths at the Poles. Of the two Poles the one of the
North has a greater attraction. The most vulnerable part of your Earth has
become the strongest - from there the physical scale of everything is adjusted.
Editor’s comments
[1] The interior structure of the Earth is layered in spherical shells, like an onion. These
layers can be defined by their geological properties.

44. Mystery and number
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 71]

Why did we say that Heaven has opened? [1] I did not give you one of my own
(texts) as it is one of the more difficult ones – this is because I am going to talk
about Mysteries in collaboration with my dear brother Socrates.
Mystery, my dear brethren, involves calculations with numbers. With very
slight carelessness it is possible to destroy your world irreparably and to drag
other worlds into destruction. It is not easy, especially for Man, to enter into the
complicated mechanism of mysteries with numbers.
Mystery and number, is one and the same. But let us leave this study for later.
First let the brethren of the Spiritual World speak. We have time to give you
what until now you do not know.
What is happening within the inner organism of Man?
What is not going well so we can repair the fault?
How are We going to examine a material world, which is unknown to the
perception of our acquired knowledge?
This is how: We can find all the weak points with numbers and We know that
through numbers we can cure them, and in this case you say: ‘It was a miracle’.
What was the miracle? Nothing takes place by chance without the intervention
of Divine Power. And this was carried out by an arithmetic action unknown to
Man.
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All that I dictate are not myths but realities beyond all human belief on the
strength of the spiritual and abstract, as you say, concept of Heaven. If I was
permitted I could transmit daily and for many hours new unknowns that
would create the admiration of your wise men but Our aim is different.
I love you very much, and for this reason I have taken the time to give you
some useful teaching. But I will return and talk more about this.
Editor’s comments
[1] this text was given in 1963 at the early days of communications

45. Introduction to the Mysteries
{Confucius - Socrates}
[Book 22: pp 206]

My dear brethren, next time We will have a conversation about Mysteries with
my brother Socrates. We will explain the main ones that the brothers of the
Spiritual World allow you to know. The chapters, sections and categories are so
many that it is impossible to give a full explanation of all of them, because as I
said many are confidential to the Lord.
Socrates, if you want you can say a few words to Our brothers.
SOCRATES: With pleasure. Brethren, in this work I will assist as the other eye
of the Lord so We can give a complete image as to what is a Mystery [1]. Some
will be explained by brother Confucius and others by me. This is done as a
favour to the faithful brothers of the Spiritual World and Our collaborators.
A Mystery is an unexplained phenomenon acting for good and for the
cultivation and refinement of the spirit. The soul acquires strength through the
energy of this phenomenon, the spirit is purified and subdued to the soul, so
that the entity moves towards equal balance.
Before referring to each one of the Mysteries we will advise you through
dialogue on how many there are and which can become known.
There are Mysteries unknown even to Us that are managed only by the Lord.
What We know, others ignore and men ignore everything. Therefore our aim is
to enlighten you and the enlightenment will start next time.
Editor’s comments
[1] Confucius and Socrates are considered by the Spiritual World as the eyes of the Lord
[2] brother Alkeo-Nikitasw as a lawyer and founding member (1959) of the Spiritualist
Society of Athens

46. 1st Dialogue about the Mysteries
{Confucius and Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 90-91]

CONFUCIUS: A mystery is called the phenomenon that surprises Man. Being
secret it acts without Man knowing its purpose.
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The basic energies of mysteries are the numbers. All together the mysteries are
divided into seven (7) large chapters.
SOCRATES: Do you know why the chapters are seven and not six or eight?
CONFUCIUS: It is because seven is the number of Creation. Through the
mysteries, from nothing everything takes shape, of course with the energy of
numbers.
SOCRATES: Therefore the mysteries act to give an attribute to something,
within the framework of position and opposition - and this is so the energy
upon the human spirit is maintained.
CONFUCIUS: What relationship do the mysteries have with Man?
SOCRATES: The relation that iron has that has been fashioned through fire.
CONFUCIUS: That is, between position and opposition, by the invisible energy
of the mysteries, everything takes a position opposite to the one sought. Why?
SOCRATES: Because one side was. Now is the turn for …
CONFUCIUS: … for the balancing of the two poles, that is, of soul and spirit.
SOCRATES: Why are the mysteries unknown energies to Man?
CONFUCIUS: Because Man is educated by the unconceivable knowledge of the
Invisible World, through the mysteries, that act according to the Will of the
Incorruptible Leaders. And as a human is not able to come into direct contact
with or to see the Leaders of the Spiritual World so is he unable to know their
ways. We will continue.

47. 2nd Dialogue about the Mysteries
{Confucius and Socrates}
[Book 3: pp 97]

CONFUCIUS – SOCRATES: Due to lack of time We transmit the end of our
short introduction to the mysteries.
SOCRATES: And so, the mysteries are powers in the hands of the Spiritual
Leaders.
CONFUCIUS: They are energies for the refinement of entities and available
only after a directive from the Lord.
SOCRATES: Into how many large categories are the Mysteries divided?
CONFUCIUS: Into two. The large and the small ones. The large ones concern
those Leaders that are in Theosis (or Nirvana), and the small ones the Leaders
or Teachers that are in the Kingdom of the Lord.
SOCRATES: The large or Divine Mysteries, in this case constitute powers of the
Supreme Heavenly Knowledge. They are the Mysteries of the Mysteries. They
are the secrets of Divinity.
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CONFUCIUS: The small mysteries are in the hands of the Leaders of the
Spiritual Kingdom of the Lord and are used with His permission. They
surprise, change or convert the non existent to existent according to the
perception of earthly mentality.
SOCRATES: Is it permissible for one to know how many mysteries there are in
total?
CONFUCIUS: As long as their properties is not made known. There are in total
1,250.
In the future we will examine those mysteries that we are able to transmit.

48. About the Mysteries
{Socrates and Confucius}
[Book 5: pp 150-157]

SOCRATES: Pay attention to the essence of the Mysteries.
The Mysteries are Divine powers.
They are divided and subdivided into four main categories.
The Mysteries are the nourishment of the Leaders. And this nourishment
contains incorruptible powers that are unlimited in their perfection.
There are altogether 1,250 Mysteries.
The first category:
1. Spiritual
2. Leadership
3. Divine
4. Superior
Confucius will expand upon the specifics of each one in the future. Afterwards
I will expand upon the second category providing an analysis of the meaning of
the words.
Collectively the Mysteries have the title of the Psychic World, that is, the
Spiritual World from which springs the incorruptible Teaching of Heaven.
CONFUCIUS:
We said that apart from their attributes the Mysteries have a dynamism that the
Spiritual World is unable to describe. You will say: ‘Since they are Mysteries, of
course they have Powers of a special nature’. Yes, my brothers but here the
opposite occurs. The Powers are those of Anarhon Who moves the Mysteries in
their work. It is not possible for me to give you any other explanation of them
because these Mysteries are weapons of Heaven.
1. Spiritual
Spiritual Mysteries are the ones that receive the souls when they come from
Earth to Heaven. These Mysteries cannot be explained because it is not
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permitted for an earthly entity to have an understanding of them and to fully
know the movements and decisions of the Spiritual World. The great souls,
that is, the Leaders, have these Mysteries under their control and are not
permitted to transmit them to Earth, not even by the Devil [1]. See what is
the Power of Anarhon. The Devil entangles the knowledge of men and
causes a climate of unfaithfulness in the faithful, when they are advised by
the unfaithful that nothing exists in Heaven.
2. Leadership
The Leadership Mysteries are only used by the Leaders of Heaven. They
take advice and do not act without the endorsement of the Mysteries. And
here you will ask: ‘Since the Mysteries are not entities how do they take
advice from them?’ You, my dear ones do you not take advice from the
compass, the signs of phenomena and much more? And so, the Leaders take
advice from them only after permission is obtained from the Lord that they
may use them.
3. Divine
The Divine Mysteries are at the disposal of those in Theosis (or Nirvana).
They do not seek permission for when and how to use them because they
exist in perfection and they know beforehand whether this or that has the
endorsement of the Lord. Perfection is coincident with the knowledge of the
Highest Authority.
4. Superior
The Superior Mysteries are unknown to all. Only the Lord possesses them
and uses them where He judges that it is good and just. None of us knows
these. They belong exclusively to Him, therefore there is no explanation.
The Mysteries, as We started to develop have numbers as a base. Numbers
have an unbounded strength. They are endless as the infinity and therefore
they perform the main roles in the whole development of human life.
The second category:
1. Divinity
2. Pagnossia (All Knowing)
3. Non existence
4. Perfection
SOCRATES:
1. Divinity
Divinity does not mean God because He is named Anarhon. But the word
Divinity has a connection with God [2]. Therefore Divinity means the
Government of Heaven, where the Lord and Saviour of humanity cohabits
with the Great Spirits that exist in Theosis (Nirvana). This is the meaning of
Divinity, that is, through the Leader (Lord) it has direct communication with
the Father and Creator of All.
2. Pagnossia (All Knowing)
Who is able to say that he knows everything? Maybe the wise men of Earth.
Who are unable to know even a small part of themselves. Maybe it is the
leaders of the Spiritual World who know so much that is impossible for you
to imagine? Or, We who know everything up to a point, which in the
mathematical language is called ‘x’? so, it is The One who knows everything
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and from whom everything depends: Anarhon. Pagnossia [3] is a Spirit and
the Divine Light manages this Spirit. Thus, this Light, is the Spirit of the
Lord and therefore the three different Powers of the Universal World, in the
Triadic Divinity, constitute One and the Same.
3. Non existence
Many mortals use this word without knowing its meaning. When we say
‘non existence’ it does not mean that nothing exists. This notion symbolized,
let me say, an undefined period, before Anarhon thought of creating the
worlds. Everything then was dark or light. No one really knows. We
conclude, since God is a power dispersed throughout the Universe, that the
Universe was full of light. Not one of Us was a witness to all that I am
saying. But there are many witnesses, which are our souls that through
perception perceived the exact truth.
4. Perfection
This is another Mystery. How the souls are perfected in eternity is
something that cannot be understood. Such are the Leaders of the Spiritual
World. They are in the position that is called ‘Position of Perfection for
Enlightenment’. Perfection is not achieved from one moment to another,
unless the spirit and the soul have been perfected on Earth first. If they have
been perfected except for a small impediment then it is possible that this can
be overcome in Heaven by them being taught by their superiors so they too
can also enter into perfection.
The third category:
1. Indestructibility
2. Spirit
3. Fertility
4. Secrecy
SOCRATES:
These Mysteries exist in both Heaven and on Earth because you learn part of
them on Earth from Heaven. I will explain. They are Mysteries that relate to
Man as an entity. They are being tested on Earth, to be completed in Heaven,
without of course man being aware of what is happening and what is to follow.
Only your subconscious knows, this but it does not transmit it to the spirit
because the spirit is garrulous and what is pure it makes impure.
CONFUCIUS:
1. Indestructibility
In the earthly world indestructibility does not exist. It exists only in the
Heavenly one. No matter how many centuries Earth exists, it is destructible.
At some stage it will not exist. It will evaporate, as you humans say. Which
way is of no concern. In any case, the destructible does not live. It dies
forever. The human body is destructible. That is why it is said that Man is
destructible … wrong!. Man is not only the physical body but he is also his
psycho-spiritual substance. This part, the invisible, is indestructible through
all the centuries because this is what the Lord wants. For a soul to say that it
is indestructible means it must be at the pinnacle of perfection. But since it
returns to Earth to renew its earthly life, it cannot say that it is indestructible.
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The repetitive reincarnations aim to completely erase from the entity every
sin large or small.
2. Spirit
The spirit is a most fine unseen essence. It is invisible and plays a leading
role in the life of Man. Your spirit determines which quality you cultivate in
your inner world. The spirit takes the position of a ‘rudder’. But when the
rudder does not have a captain the spirit makes errors. In this case the
captain of the spirit is your conscience. If it takes control then the ship is in
the hands of an experienced pilot. If not, alas for the ship.
3. Fertility (fecundity)
This is the Mystery of human life. In spite of so much research by science it
is never possible to enter into the Mystery of fertility. If this is not correct
why then has science not procreated on its own. It is because it does not
know anything about Divine chemistry - nor will it ever know. The
Churches keep fertility as a Mystery. And a Mystery it remains …
4. Secrecy
This is the first attribute of a psycho-spiritual entity in Heaven. The secrets
of your Earth are worthless and unworthy of mentioning. They hide the bad
and never the good. Whereas, secrecy in Heaven is sacred. When on Earth
you exercise discretion, in Heaven you will know what is the meaning of
secrecy. It is ‘a value’. [4] Why do they keep it secret? Because if Man knew
this ‘value’ as an earthly jewel, he would reduce the Divine Blessing of its
value to the detriment of his brothers. Secrecy is called ‘secrecy’ because as I
said it is a ‘value’. Heaven has such values even though for you they are
abstract notions, [5] but in Heaven they are rewarded as energies unknown
by human perception.
CONFUCIUS:
The last category of Mysteries are:
The fourth category:
1. Ingenuity
2. Perceptiveness
3. Love
4. Faith
and will be developed by brother Socrates.
SOCRATES:
1. Ingenuity
This is pleasing to all, Heavenly and earthly, with the difference that in
Heaven, an ingenious entity, is balanced and holds a bright position in the
Kingdom of the Lord, whereas the ingenious on Earth are not always happy
or satisfied with their lives and if they are not enlightened by Heaven then
they are quite satisfied in their poverty because they are aware of the
knowledge of Heaven that was transmitted to them by the Spiritual World.
All accept ingenuity because it has a way of attracting the spirit of others.
Ingenuity is never acquired.
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3. Perceptiveness
There are two types of Perceptiveness the small and the large. The large
perceptiveness belongs to the domain of prophets who foresee the future but
cannot specify the time. The small perceptiveness is a gift to men who have
good intentions to act for the benefit of Man. They, that is, the foreseers with
enlightenment try to put in place a movement by nations for the benefit of
them in an effort to satisfy their need. The Spiritual World needs
perceptiveness because It has the eyes of Its soul and through them It does
not foresee but knows what is going to happen in the future - irrespective if It
does foretell men their future. Not because they ignore it but is not allowed
for reasons beneficial to Man not to tell the future. On this point there are
many reasons that We will not examine.
3. Love
It is a word that is misunderstood. If Man really has unbounded love
towards his fellow men then this man has hidden the image of God. God is
invisible and only through good action is visible. Love your neighbour to
prove what type of love you have towards God. Know your God through
your help to the ones in need. Give the laurel to virtue because this rests in
your soul. Fight hatred as a wily word of Lucifer. Approach simplicity
because from it the Universe was created. Glorify God because he sustains
your soul and trains your spirit.
4. Faith
Faith means that we truly seek that which is going to enlighten us. I believe
is interpreted with the words ‘I recognise’. There are two types of faith: the
faith of right and the faith of wrong. One faith is positive and the other one
negative. Denial of course is a type of faith but where does it lead us? Where
the spirit is annihilated. Whereas the other leads us to where the soul is
rekindled, that is, to soul strength. You are free with your spirit to choose
one of the two energies of faith. The positive or the negative.
The Mysteries are divided into two large categories. The Great Mysteries that
only the Heavenly know and through them they enter further into the meaning
of the Mysteries, and the small Mysteries which the lower ranked leaders have
and which are not made known to mortals other than the very few who are
followers and faithful to the Spiritual World. That is, do not think that all who
are in the midst of ‘spiritualists’ are worthy to receive such Mysteries. You are
privileged because you have the favour of the Lord, Who takes care and looks
after you for your ongoing future.
Editor’s comments
[1] even the Devil is not allowed to transmit them
[2] Divinity in Greek =0$#%,- and God in Greek = 0$#[3] from the Greek 1'22345&' = Pagnossia = The knowledge of everything that belongs
only to God
[4] Values of Heaven, also called High Concepts, are Forces of the Universal World that
act according to the Will of Anarhon
[5] e.g. Justice, Truth, Love, Ethics, Kindness
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49. The seven Universes – I
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 140-141]

Today I will not talk about other essential issues that enable Man to raise up that
which is good and pious, but I will refer to something that does not interest you
directly. I do this so you can have a variety of subjects. I will talk about the
seven (7) Universes.
As you know the Universe is endless. According to your perception it does not
have a beginning or an end. Can you imagine, then, when I say “seven
Universes” what this is? Moreover, the other Universes have beings that are
very different to those of your Universe. Humans, as you know, only exist in this
Universe, yours, and can be found only in Station Alpha (Earth).
In the other Universes there are entities that govern in a different manner to that
known to our Universe. The structure of the other Universes is completely
different. The same power governs everywhere, that is, the Governing Motive
Breath of the Inconceivable. Beyond these Universes, at distances that even the
Spiritual Leaders of the Heavenly Authority cannot grasp, there is the
concentrated Power that is called the Unknown Authority of All. From there It
sends Its rays to the boundless unknown points of the Universes. Every time a
Universe occupies, in stages, the position of another Universe, the centrifugal
force of the change returns to the Source of its Power.
There, far away, where God resides there is non-existence. We have explained
what non-existence is, but chaos has no end [1]. It is all in darkness and when
the Lord, the Leader of the Spiritual World, steps out to converse with His
Father, the meeting takes place outside the Seven Universes. For this, the Lord is
also a Joint Ruler.
There, far away, in the unspecified point of non-existence, the Will of Anarhon
becomes a living conscience for the Joint Ruler. And when He returns, He
speaks as Anarhon. That is why everything in the Spiritual World is the Lord
Jesus Christ.
He is the Highest Lord of the Spiritual Kingdom, the
personification of Love - unattainable Truth and pure Justice. How can His
brothers not worship Him?
And you, the ignorant, doubt His existence! Why? Because there are some with a
strong spirit and a chameleon soul who, with wicked words, like to drag you to
the abyss representing everything as myths, because they are not materialistic
things and they ignore the fact that myths are dissolved with death and that the
Word resurrects the entity into life.
Everyone, willing or not, will worship the Lord. This is the Will of Anarhon. For
Us time is the hook for everything and the manifestations of physical phenomena
will be the examples of the unexpected appearance of the Lord as Spiritual
Leader, to convince the unfaithful of His Almightiness.
When He was on Earth He avoided material miracles. As invisible today He will
prove the Truth by material miracles and the unfaithful will worship. They will
desert the old prophets and the leaders of their religions and will enlist in the
human body of Love, Faith and Justice.
The Lord has won!
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Editor’s comments
[1] chaos from the Greek 6'#- meaning chasm, vast emptiness

50. The seven Universes - II
{Socrates}

[Book 23: pp 111]

You know that there are seven Universes and one of them is yours. Imagine how
many years have passed since the day that Man appeared on Earth and how
many more will pass until the destruction of your world. When this happens all
the souls will be in a state of perfection. What will happen in Heaven? They will
be placed on the new Earth and in a different Universe. This way the souls in the
eternal centuries will reach the absolute.
What is the absolute? It is the assimilation of all souls with the perfection of
Divine Radiation. I hope that you have understood me. That is, that life is
immortal, it never dies.
QUESTION (from a participant): Is the personality lost, in other words?
SOCRATES: In the timeless epoch, personality will not exist. This is not known
by mortals or by the Great Teachers. It is the first time that it is stated from the
Palace of the Lord.

51. The ‘Organisation of the Dragon’
{Confucius}

[Book 19: pp 76-78]

My friends, as you understand, the Lord has promised you that through His
Stars He will enlighten you about the dark dogmas, heresies, societies etc. I, of
course will talk about my country. The entire population throughout my
country came from the same race and with very few variations form half of the
whole population of your Earth. If the statistics were correct, you will be
surprised, because all the people between China and India belong to us – that is
the Chinese.
Because of the kindness of the Chinese population the powers of Darkness
found the appropriate opportunity to enter into their inner secrets. I refer to an
old period, before and after Christ. Through one Organisation, called “of the
Dragon” they managed to initiate many of the educated Mandarins. This is
why today they are considered as parasites of Knowledge – not of theirs but of
others.
This organisation has expanded in our country and also in the countries of the
Middle East. Who are these few men who with such efficiency seek the
improvement of the World under the cloak of virtue? What are they seeking in
foreign countries and what benefit can they gain from them?
This is what they can achieve: to unsettle the World Peace and lead nations into
misery and despair.
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I know that you insist upon learning who are these that are so wise and who
work only for their own benefit! They are none other than the arrogant men
who have branded their nation as that “ chosen by the Lord”. They hide under
the cloak of the simple Chinese, Japanese or Indian and no one can perceive
their actions. They hold the entire economic situation of the World in their
hands. They deceive everyone and everything.
They do not believe in the God of Christianity but in the barbaric and inhuman
god whose name they do not mention out of devoutness towards him. And
they only mention Jehovah. Their god my dear ones is Lucifer that is the Satan.
They give him many other and different names to hide his true image from
people. They present him as the Architect of the Universal World. When you
see his image you will be astonished. It is the god of sick imagination. This
one, the Lord will remove from the throne as well as all his staff. And then let
us see where they will hide.
It was necessary that I touched upon this subject and it has stopped you from
receiving today many other subjects and from other Leaders of the Spiritual
World. I apologize for this long explanation. In the future the Brothers from
Heaven will talk about other subjects.

52. The politics of China
{Lao Tse}

[Book 6: pp 207-209]

My dear brethren, I came other times into the gatherings of your circle and
spoke briefly.
If you remember I lived in the period of Confucius who I knew and with whom
I and have exchanged opinions. Many of them are included in the contents of
my work ‘The Book of the path and of virtue’.
My own offerings to the human race are many. You know only very few
because some have been lost and others exist in the hands of very few people
who chose to keep them in silence.
Today China takes a different path from the one that you thought and still that
path has not been revealed but later it will be very useful to all of you.
Despite the fact that Mao forbade the adoration of Confucius, deep down he
supported him. Why then did he not elucidate it clearly? Because his politics
were such.
Deep down the politics of the great men of China are humanitarian. Everything
else are rumours and perceptions of men who did not enter into the
religious/political area of the Chinese people. If my country today was not
strong you would have been destroyed by the Demons of Evil. Be assured that
we take care of the good of humanity. The aimless machinations and false
signals deceive the nations in order to destroy them for the benefit of the Dark
Forces. But this they will not achieve. We are the defenders and guardians of
the human race. This was proven by its last leader, Mao Zedong (Mao TseTung). In his work he used different chapter headings but the contents contain
different topics.
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In my time I worked hard to reach the high point and identify with the
knowledge that brother Confucius had. Our differences were small. It is
possible that I will return to give you my texts that have been forgotten by my
followers of today. But the Word cannot be obliterated. It remains eternal. For
this reason I will refer to some points that concern all nations.
Today humanity is experiencing its greatest danger from the enemy of
humanity. However, this enemy is not able to stop the flow of life and it loses
ground, so that it no longer knows to which point it should direct itself to
achieve its aim.
My dear ones, I did not come to talk about politics. Simply, I came to talk about
my activity as a citizen of that time in my country.
It would be useful to give you some opinions that were written then, when I
was on Earth approximately six (6) centuries BC. My opinions remained in
darkness. I would be very pleased if with attention you further develop them.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Before wanting to express an opinion about the character of your
neighbour, delve into the dark chamber of your entity [1].
Only then Truth is spoken, when it is transubstantiated with
purity.
When falsehood does not harm, it firms the meaning of Truth as
the myth.
Do not rush to express an opinion on everything that you see and
hear - silence is the filter of prudence.
The judicial entity screens his views and cleans them of foreign
bodies as he does the rice.
Religious sentiment links you with Infinity. Having been taught
this by the priests, if you have a sharp perception, you question
their teaching.
Human beauty is deceptive because its attraction is mixed with its
unstable character.

Up to this point I have provided you with very few of my opinions. No one
knows them other than you, and I may continue to give you others so you can
understand what was my teaching to small groups of fellow men. What they
could not understand I explained to them with images from my teaching using
a rough myth. This way they loved me, because I loved them. They respected
me because I respected their human soul. They helped me because I gave them
courage in life to face their difficulties with strength and patience.
In short my dear ones, I have given you a small example of my personality as a
man and not as despot, as a brother and not as an enemy.
Editor’s comments
[1] he means the soul’s inner chamber i.e. the conscience
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53. The role of China and Greece
{Confucius}

[Book 24: pp 117-118]

My brethren, if in the middle of the developing quarrels that are taking place
China did not exist as an enormous power, today you would not have been able
to overcome the sinister and cunning actions of Zionism.
The Lord has placed China as a Dragon-guardian of the nations’ rights. China
saves the situation and gives the opportunity to Europe to become the strongest
continent in the world, on the provision that the remaining scum of Zionism
have to be cleared out from their government structure.
To come now to your area, I have to say, that yes you have acquired democracy
but it is insipid and it will be cleaned in time. We give great importance to your
sacred area, which will be glorified first by Us and then by the other nations of
the world. This is the place where democracy was born and Christianity was
established and extended to the western world.
Despite all that We report, We as Spirits do not belong to any one specific
country but only to the World of Spiritual life, as defenders of Truth, Justice and
Love towards the creations of the Lord and Creator of all.
Your Land is small but miraculous and must be extended as an outstanding
power to give its brilliant light to other nations, that is, to humanity.
I do not refer to Greece as a nationalistic nation but as a universal nation. It is a
country that Divinity has created for the enlightenment of goodness and piety. It
is as a jewel of spiritual value and mercy for the underdeveloped countries.
Greece in antiquity shone as a star of knowledge. Today it will shine with a
blinding light on all areas so that all will wonder about this miracle without
knowing why the Spiritual World designated this country to be a spiritual sun so
you can live and enlighten the darkness.

54. Political guidance (17-18-1974)
Confucius

[Book 23: pp 252-254]

My dear brethren, whilst your country is at boiling point and no one is capable of
knowing where you are heading and what the near future will bring, there are
men within and outside the government that have difficulty perceiving the
transcendental powers of the Divine and His directions for defending the Greek
soil.
I ask: Why are these men so small-minded?
I will answer myself: It is because they do not have real faith in their religion,
saying only that they believe in Christianity.
Do not be frightened. Many of them will learn the truth, because real
Christianity is: ‘Truth’ and ‘Love’.
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Today you have the world-wide opinion in your favour. Also you have as allies
the European nations that have realised the collusion of Zionism, with the mask
of the CIA.
Great China first understood the aim of Zionism and it persecuted and
persecutes its agents. The enemies of humanity deceived disgracefully the clever
Europeans who only now have awakened and are locating the agents so they can
eliminate them. From now on, the Zionist mafia will have wretched defeats.
One will follow the other.
Learn it well. China is on your side. If it does not speak, it is doing so from
prudence to defend not only its own interests but also those of the entire free
world.
You are wondering what is the role of Soviet Russia. It is only interested in itself
and it acts according to its own self-interest. Do not trust its promises; do not
forget it is the other jaw of Zionism under a different guise.
Be careful at every step. Russia is afraid of the unification of Europe and its
dynamic enemy, China. If it wants to do something wrong, it will pay woefully
for its imprudence. China is watching and no one will be able to march against
it.
The aim is for a third world war not to break out for the benefit of the Zionists,
because they hold the world’s gold in their hands. When the Spiritual World
wishes to destroy something, even if this is called the “material motivation of
gold” it will destroy it. Do not have the idea that you become rulers through
wealth alone. In a sudden instant this wealth of the Zionists can become the
weapon of their demise.
Be calm and await the speedy developments of Heaven regarding the
contaminations of your Earth. We, the Stars of the Lord do not have any other
nationality only that of Heaven. We punish the vile and unjust murderers of
their brothers.
As the Spiritual World stated, there must be the immediate removal of those that
cause your misfortune, so they can give account of their actions, the shameful
betrayal of selling their brothers to strangers of another religion who are faithful
to their god Baphomet.
Come to your senses, gather around a strong leader and do not regress with
pointless thoughts which are inappropriate for this time. Evil gathered its forces
that are very obedient to their leadership and that follow the given direction. But
you the Christians who ought to be superior, unfortunately are not.
Bear in mind, and luckily for you, Evil does not have political maturity because it
is tempted by gold. Despite believing that it knows everything, it is led to the
abyss. Observe the general situation and you will recognise evil’s downfall with
your own eyes. No one is able to resist His will, Who faces Evil with Heavenly
powers.
The abatement of events is temporary because when the appetite for Evil is
stimulated, it multiplies. When the Snake fills its stomach with its prey then it is
ready to receive the bullet from the hunter and be destroyed as useless.
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Your Greece has honoured Knowledge, the pure and high Knowledge. It has
glorified the real God, the Creator of the world. Today it will be glorified for
both: Knowledge and Faith.

55. Prediction of developments
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 100]

Our armies are taking their positions so they can confront everything in your
world. Of course, in one such conflict there will be casualties, not of Our side
but of your side – I mean of your world. Do you know why? Because it has
been decided to extend our energies for the cleansing of harmful elements so
the Sun of clean thought can shine brightly on the knowledge of Man.
The strong countries do not consider the raising up of men but their
subjugation. The Spiritual World does not tolerate this. For this reason We have
stressed many times that strong countries will find themselves in great danger
of being stripped to reveal their insides at their expense and for the benefit of
humanity.
I have the directive to advise you of Our march, so you can follow the general
outcomes of nations, the changes, their fall and the rise of other nations with
purer knowledge. This is a prediction that the Leaders are able to transmit to
convince you of Our words and not to search for miracles that will manifest in
some situations. Your world sleeps a deep sleep and does not have any idea
what is going to happen, where it is going and where it will end.
All this we explain in Our Texts that will soon see public light. Those of you
who are asleep, awaken.

56. Original essence is the spirit created by Anarhon
{Confucius}

[Book 3: pp 165-166]

Many of your scientists discuss the essence [1] and the first appearance of
matter. And before even understanding what they are seeking they express
vague opinions that they adopt as certainties. But these various presumptuous
men never learn the truth and quarrel amongst themselves as to which of their
opinions is more correct.
My dear ones, if you were men who respect yourselves, you would never fall
into such gross errors for the glorification of your knowledge. Your knowledge
is so obscure that you need a very strong projector to discover the frivolity that
has been embedded in your spirit. When you are not sure about any subject do
not express an opinion in which you ignore the truth.
Primordial essence is the spirit created by Anarhon. And the first type of
matter was not located in one species of the living Kingdom, but matter
appeared in many kinds and afterwards in combinations according to the
quality of matter. For example, Man was not a horse, and the horse was not a
bird and the bird was not a fish. But between species of fish a new type of fish
was created, similarly for the birds and the other animals of Creation where the
same occurred. Man has no mixing with other animals. He was matter by far
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more refined than any other since all the other creations were to be subordinate
to Man. Your wise men who are ruled by their ignorance should not be wasting
their time in vain seeking the origin of Man from other matter.
Pre historic horses had wings. There were beasts hundred of meters in size
with wings that are unknown in Prehistory. There were sea cetacean also with
wings to scare their enemies. They lived in and out of water – they were
amphibian. There were snakes with many legs. They were not poisonous but
had tremendous power in their body and teeth.
However, I do not want to enumerate the animals of Creation but I want to
enlighten you about your human ancestors who lived amongst all these animals
and beasts and had corresponding bodily strength which was being assisted by
the yet to be developed spirit. Cunning dominated him then. Intelligence was
something unknown. Many thousands upon thousands of years had to pass for
Man to reach human perception and be completely different from all animals of
the Earthly Kingdom. Perception first showed Man, through Divine Light, his
adoration of the powers of nature that he deified and thus created the first
religion of idols. The establishment of religious sentiment, cultivating and
reaching after thousands of years more noble religions until the appearance of
the Lord Who created the true and only wisdom, as the religion of the
spiritually higher entities. The Lord was sacrificed to establish the Edifice of
His Father. And today comes the dark enlightenment to destroy what He
founded? This will not be tolerated by the Spiritual World and It will destroy
the intentions, the teaching and the silly systematic teachings by the frivolous
who think that through their spirit they have conquered the Universe! Let them
conquer the meaning of their soul and afterwards let them advance towards
progress.
Editor’s comments
[1] essence is the identifying nature or the most important feature of an existence

57. Period of the spirit and period of matter
{Qin Qi Na or Chin Chi Na}
[Book 4: pp 51-52]

I divide the history of the Chinese people into two great periods. The period of
the spirit and the period of matter. The first period belongs to the old Chinese
civilization. Then, the inhabitants of this great country were more developed in
soul and their heart was more humane despite their spiritual education being
low. They were superior as worthy spirits of great enlightenment because my
beloved, in a human the cultivation of the soul must be superior so it can
correctly guide his spirit. A spiritually uneducated person can be much more
psychically educated than the educated thieves of today.
The development of humanitarianism is called education. Development only of
the spirit is called distortion. Because no matter how much knowledge a man
acquires the more entangled he becomes in the gears of the mechanical word
and the slightest carelessness can bring him to the dock of the accused. As an
example, you have the doctors who with todays plethora of causes for a disease
they are unable to easily make a diagnose. Often, for a simple cause, trivial
even for a young doctor, the professor confuses the symptom and he
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misdiagnoses when the patient is suffering from a specific illness and then
complications arise.
This large country of mine has by instinct, civilization in its heart, irrespective
that in that period we were also warriors. This was imposed by the period. As
a whole the Chinese people had superiority, sincerity and goodness. This
period known in the history of our civilization has passed and the Chinese
people have entered the period of matter. Not because all are materialists, but
when they are continuously taught under the influence of the Evil Spirit then
the meaning of the words are twisted to impose an inhuman civilization.
Today, those spiritually developed have stopped to be also psychically
developed. The one-sided development of the heavenly free spirit has brought
this nation to an impasse. To exit from this impasse it seeks its expansion
through artifices from foreign agents, without considering that territorial
expansion is not in the interest of its national wealth. But the bad fate of the
rulers lures the population into new confusion from which the country will exit
defeated if it does halt the evil. When light from Divine inspiration is missing
from spiritual men then they make mistakes continuously, for which sooner or
later they will pay on Earth as well as in Heaven.
When the powers of human energy are not harnessed for the true progress of
humanity, then they follow a natural consequence against the rulers themselves
who have lost all orientation.
This short description of our civilization is the first warning to those responsible
for my great country. I perform a small duty by reminding all that the light
comes from the East and not from the West.

58. Experience and inexperience
{Qin Qi Na or Chin Chi Na}
[Book 6: pp172-173]

We, the then Chinese [1] have a different attitude to the philosophers of the
West. With our intuition we draw from nature teachings and we simplify
everything, so the simplicity of our words produces the fruit that we are
seeking from the man of good will.
For us, God is Love, and on this we depend, as you present the portrait of God
as Love.
The word ‘Love’ is accessible to all – you repeat it a thousand times and you
confuse it with desire (pothos). On this point you are deceived. Love is not
expressed with words but with actions. And if you do not study it thoroughly,
you will never be able to analyse its essence. Therefore very few in your world
understood the meaning of ‘ what is Love’. The Lord has taught you with
parables. But you have not understood the simple images that have
immeasurable depth.
And you come today and speak about experience. What is the meaning of
experience? It is progress on a positive subject. And you rest on your
experience thinking that you have obtained special knowledge that your fellow
men were unable to acquire. You are deceived here too; because it proves
positively that you are inexperienced. He who considers himself experienced is
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an egoist. How many such experienced men have not managed to reach where
they dreamed precisely because their egoism hauled them into the abyss. And
as an example I take your history. History has never taught you the suffering of
your predecessors. And today you continue to be inexperienced. But often you
say: ‘War is destructive for humanity’. You say this but what action do you
take? And where is your experience when you are convinced that you are
going to win. And you lose? Therefore you are playing with the words. This
does you no honour since you are destroying the life of your fellow men.
With the Grace of God, your world is very large for your population and not as
the warmongers are saying, that it is small and is unable to sustain all nations.
Such is a very coarse falsehood. As you can see I say the opposite from what
your scientists, scholars and politicians are saying without knowing where they
are heading and with what aim, to destroy human entities.
The Lord is going to give them a good lesson and it will not be delayed. Let
them glorify Him, because only He knows the farther aims of His Creation.
Editor’s comments
[1] in Heaven the spirits do not have nationality; he refers to a previous incarnation

59. No one is able to shake Divine enlightenment
{Confucius}

[Book 19: pp 156]

My dear brethren, Heaven knows with how much faith and devoutness you
follow Its Teaching. Such Teachings have never been given to the human race
nor have explanations been given of the problems of Creation, which are
unknown to all. This is being done for the first time. One text complements the
other’s gaps, so that the entire Book of Enlightenment will be one and the same
Star of Knowledge.
No one is able to shake this Divine Enlightenment. All who wanted to obstruct
the rays of this Sun will shortly suffer the punishment of the Spiritual World.
Because, only the unworthy, envious, jealous and wicked oppose the Powers of
God and of the Spiritual World. However when they are crushed they will
understand their mistakes but then it will be too late for them.
Even if It is late, the Spiritual World never forgets. It supports love in action
and does not talk of it in an empty sense to confuse the spirit of those who mock
their brothers and through hatred, declare their love.
We will see and many others will see, what are the strong Winds of the Lord
[editor: ‘winds of the Lord’ : see Book1] against the ignorant and confused spirits of Lucifer.
You will see where he lives and what the punishment of his House will be.
I had the directive from the Lord Himself to transmit what I have transmitted.

∞
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